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Sullivan case
'not totally
dismissed yet'
"The members of the board of
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
regents and Kern Alexander were
Staff Writer
The .owners of Sullivan's Par-3 not acting in their individual capacGolf Course will not be able to ities... Clearly, they are protected
shut down operations of Murray by sovereign immunity."
The issue of sovereign immuState University's Organic Pasteurization Plant through Calloway nity, however, can be addressed
County Circuit Court, according by the state Board of Claims,
which has -exclusive jurisdiction
to Judge Dennis Foust.
to hear claims for
However,
Foust's
damages ... against
order, issued Tuesday
"It depends the Commonwealth,
afternoon,does not close
its cabinets, departthe door on James, Jeron if the
ments, bureaus,agenlene, Lynn and Kesha
plaintiffs can cies or any of its
Sullivan not only being
able to collect damages
come up with officers agents or
employees...,"
through the circuit court.
but also to possibly something that according to- KRS
44.072.
secure an injunction
would fall
Foust endorses the
through other avenues.
"The case is not total- under (circuit) Board of Claims
ly dismissed yet," Foust court. I won't route in his opinion
by stating,"The constated • Tuesday aftercomment on
cept that the govnoon. -It depends on if
ernment can do no
the plaintiffs can come
what that
wrong or that the
up with something that
would fall under(circuit) would be right government cannot
court. I won't comment
afford to compensate
now."
those
whom
it
on what that would be
Judg! Dennis wrongs in circumright now."
stances where a priFoust has given the
Foust
Sullivans and their attorCalloway County vate entity would be
required to pay in
ney, Hank Graddy, 20
Circuit Court
unacceptable in a just
days to amend their
complaint. "Otherwise,"
society."
Foust's order siAted, 'the claims
Foust also states that the Board
for damages for personal injury, nui- of Claims is the only avenue'through
sance and injunctive relief shall which an iniunction against the
and are hereby dismissed, and it plant. which takes raw organic mateis further ordered that any claims rials ranging from horse manure
alleged against named defendants to paper and converts them into
fertilizer and feed supplements, can
are likewise dismissed."
"The judge, I think, has pretty be obtained.
"...Unless there are provisions
clearly instructed us on how we
can proceed with our claims," in the Board of Claims Act to the
Graddy said Tuesday afternoon. contrary," Foust wrote, "the uni"The good news, from our per- versity is immune from suit for
spective, is that he has not total- injunctive relief... Whether Plaintiffs are permitted to file for injunc--ly dismissed our claims."
Foust's order addresses the fact tive relief under the Board of Claims
that MSU is a state entity and is Act for alleged torts is not a mattherefore entitled to the protection ter to be addressed by this court."
The case is not totally out of
of sovereign immunity under Section 231 of the Kentucky Consti- circuit court yet, however, as Foust
tution. As a result, MSU Presi- wrote that "claims for reduced
dent Dr. Kern Alexander and- the market value of Plaintiff's propuniversity's
board of regents, who erty and for trespass would con,
are named individually in the Sul- stitute a reverse condemnation prolivans' suit, cannot be sued for ceeding ... which could be
•
negligence in their individual capac- addressed in this court."
Foust's order states that soverities.
Foust went on to write that "the eign immunity is waived in cases
law of the Commonwealth and the where "private property is taken
1986 Revision to the Board of for public use or where there is
Claims Act effectively extends sov- a trespass thereon which amounts By EDWARD SHERIDAN
ereign immunity to all state offi- to such taking."
Staff Writer
cers and employees acting within
Now that the Murray State Unithe scope of their duties.
•See Page 2
versity Board of Regents has
announced that the list of candidates for the university's soon-tobe-vacated position of president is
dwindling down, concerns amon&
members of the MSU Faculty Senate regarding the upcoming interview process are being aired.
"Our concern is that the process
seven years agodlas flawed," pre§- ident Bill Call said at the senate's
Tuesday meeting. "We will be
monitoring that situation very closely."
Board of regents chair Sid Easley
said last week that the list of finalists to replace Dr. Kern Alexander, who will retire at the end, of
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo
June, had shrunk to approximateGolfers at Sullivan's Par-3 Golf Course walk between tees
ly 20. Once that list is whittled
with the Murray State University pasteurization plant pic- down, finalists for the position
tured in the background.

BERNARD KANELedger &
mes Photo

ELEPHANTS
AMONG
US...Local school children
got an up-close look at
some mammoth pachyderms who helped set up
the Big Top for today's
(Wednesday's) Kelley Miller
Circus, sponsored by the
Murray Lions Club. The circus, held at MSU's Tent
City location, will feature
showtimes of 4:30 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.

Special to the Ledger
Donna Audas has been named
the new Big Brothers Big Sisters
Program Coordinator at the Murray Family YMCA. Audas is a
graduate of Murray State University with a degree in English education and a minor in youth agency
administration.
Audas
was
very active in the
community while
a student. Among
many
other
things, she participated in activities with the
Senior Citizens,
American Red
Cross, Murray
Audas
and
Calloway
County Family Resource Youth
Service Centers, American Cancer
Society and the American Humanics Program, under the direction
of Dr. Roger Weis at Murray State.
Audas stated that her most
important time spent in the community came when she completed
a yearlong internship with Peggy
Billington, Director of the Murray/Calloway County United Way.
*I learned a great deal about
the residents of Calloway County
and how they work together as a
community to achieve their goals
and meet the needs of those who
utilize the available resources," she
said.
Audas will be taking the place
of Lindsay Tuggle, who moved
out of the area in March.
Bill Wells, Big Brothers Big
Sisters Advisory Committee Member and member of the Search
Committee,stated they chose Audas
because of her strong fund raising and marketing abilities.
"We feel very fortunate to have
her on board as we focus on moving the BBBS program towards
serving more children, and her experience with the United Way will
be invaluable," he said.
excite& to be- work-Audasing with BBBS and other agencies in Murray/Calloway County
to benefit the youth and citizens
of this community. She has recently agreed to serve on the committee for America's Promise, and

• See Page 2

Senate airs interview concerns
will be brought to campus for
interviews.
"I'd say it would be very difficult to get them here before commencement,"said faculty regent Jim
Rudolph. "The consultants have
been working very hard, and we
hope to get people here on campus by May."
Rudolph also expressed concerns, however, over how the final
interview process was conducted
during Alexander's hiring nearly
seven years ago. "I just thought
there needed to be a little earlier
notice This time," he said. "That
was a problem last time, and I
hope it won't happen again.
"Once they're invited to the
campus, it will be public knowledge."
The board itself is serving as
the presidential search7comojttee.
Rudolph was asked earlier this

year to continue to serve as a three years. The other states that
search committee member after his the new regent should be sworn
term as faculty regent expires. in as quickly as possible.
"The faculty regent seems to
Terry Strieter, a professor of history at the university, has been elect- have the least written in law about
it," COI said. "Short of an Attored to replace Rudolph..
When exactly Rudolph's term ney General's opinion. I'm not
will officially end, however, is still sure what we should do about this
in question. According to Easley, impasse."
Rudolph proposed forming a
Rudolph was sworn in as a-regent
June 4, 1998. Easley contends that committee comprised of himself,
Strieter cannot' be sworn it until Call and Strieter to come up with
after Rudolph completes his three- a proposal to address the problem
of when exactly the faculty regent
year term in June.
The board, however, is tenta- should be sworn in to hopefully
tively scheduled to meet sometime head off. any future problems. •
"I'm in kind of a precarious
this month, which means Strieter
could have to wait until the board's position," Rudolph said. "I stayed
August meeting before becoming on in a strictly advisory role. There
won't be any faculty votes."
a sitting board member.
In other business, the senate
Call said there are two conflicting Attorney General's opin- heard a report from outgoing vice
ions on the matter. One states that
the regent must serve a complete

III See Page 2
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Ex-Klansman convicted in deadly 1963 church bombing
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Nearly four decades after a church
bombing killed four black girls
preparing for worship services, a
second ex-Ku Klux Klansman has
been convicted in the deadly blast
that galvanized the civil rights
movement.
Even before a handcuffed
Thomas Blanton Jr. was led from
the courtroom Tuesday, questions
were raised about when, and if,
prosecutors would now attempt to
try Bobby Frank Cherry — the
only other Jiving suspect in the
1963 bombing of the Sixteenth
Street Baptist Church.
A grand jury indicted both men
last year in the girls' killings. They
had been scheduled to go to trial
at the same time, but Circuit Judge
James Garrett delayed Cherry's
trial because of questions about
his mental competency.
"Now it's time to go after CherAP Photo ry. I am tired of hearing about
CONVICTED ... Ex-Ku Klux Klansman Thomas Blanton Jr., his mental competency. They have
men,"
center, is led by Alabama law enforcement officers from the tried mentally retarded black
said the Rev. Abraham Woods. a
Birmingham courtroom yesterday after he was convicted of
black minister. who help persuade
the 1963 church bombing that killed four black girls.
the FBI to reopen the cburch bomb-

Subscribe to the Murray
Ledger & Times Today!

YOUTH REVIVAL
May 4-5 • 7 p.m.
May 6 • 10 a.m. Evangelist

Jeremy
VanLue
.tge 17
Danville (IN) louth Choir
Danville Brass Ensemble
/or it/(,/:e /Wm- mat/on call:
Faith Apostolic Church 270-753-7262
1945 S.R. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071

members of the four girls: Denise
ing case.
Prosecutor Doug Jones said the McNair, who was 11, and Addie
decision would not be made until Mae Collins, Cynthia Wesley and
an evaluation of Cherry's mental Carole Robertson, who were all
14.
competency was completed.
On Tuesday, a jury of eight
"This means a great deal to the
whites and four blacks deliberat- families. If you have children,, you
ed for 2 1/2 hours before finding are able to empathize," Boyd said.
Blanton, 62, guilty of first-degree
NAACP Chairman Julian Bond
murder. They had heard a week said the Blanton conviction, the
of legal arguments and evidence, latest in a series of civil rights
including photos of the girtc and era crimes brought belatedly to
audiotape secretly recorded 37 years court, was commendable.
earlier. He was sentenced to life
"If Southerners want to put this
in prison.
era behind them, this is the best
Asked by the judge if he had way to do it.— by bringing to
any comment. Blanton replied: "I justice the terrorists who tried and
guess the good Lord will settle it failed to stop the movement for
on judgment day."
democracy," Bond said. "This is
It was never made clear what great news."
Blanton did in either putting the
Of Cherry, he said: "As long
bomb together or placing it out- as he's living, and if he's able to
side the church, but the swift ver- stand trial, then he needs to face
dict was sweet news for many a jury of his peers."
black Birmingham residents, who
The cases- against Blanton and
have lived with painful memories Cherry are the latest from the turof the bombing.
bulent civil rights era to be revived
"It's an emotional experience," by prosecutors. Byron De La Becksaid Estelle Boyd, a member of with was convicted in 1994of assasthe church now and in 1963. Boyd sinating civil rights leader Medgar
said she is a friend of family Evers in 1963, and former Klan

Cinco de Mayo •Senate
Fiesta set for
this Saturday

imperial wizard Sam Bowers was
convicted three years ago of the
1966 fire,bomb-killing of an
NAACP leader.
The Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church had been a gathering place
for civil rights protests in the
weeks before the Sept. 15, 1963.
The deadly blast forced moderates
off the sidelines and gave the civil
rights Movement new momentum.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
the Voting Rights Act of 1965
were passed by Congress.
Denise's parents, Chris and Maxine McNair, didn't comment as
they left the courthouse after the
verdict against Blanton was read
Tuesday. Chris McNair was hugged
by Jones, who fought back tears
as he told reporters: "We're happy
for the families. We're happy for
the girls."
Carole's mother, Alpha Robertson, said she was "very happy
that justice came down."
Defense attorney John Robbins
said he would appeal for a new
trial, citing the judge's refusal to
move it out of Birmingham and
the use of tapes the FBI had.

...

From Page 1

MAYFIELD, Ky. — 'Cinco de by Ojo de Agua Productions, will
Mayo Fiesta 2001, a celebration begin at 5 p.m., with live music
for all cultures, will be held on from Unio'n Tropical.
Saturday, May 5, from nobn-7
Cinco de Mayo Fiesta 2001 is
P.m., on the Mayfield High School sponsored by an organizing comcampus, and will feature a wide mittee comprised of service organarray of entertainment throughout izations, local government and area
the day.
businesses.
Scheduled to perform are Kim
Whitford, students from Calloway
County, Mayfield and Graves County schools. Agape Ministries, Trace
Creek Baptist Drama Team, the From Page 1
Nia Dancers, Mayra Ballard, and is anxious to increase and improve
more.
the on-going School Based MenChildren's games, a piñata con- toring program.
test, health screenings, soccer, and
Through school-based mentoran outdoor market with 24 booths jng, volunteers are placed within
from area service organizations, selected schools, where they meet
food vendors, and craftsmen are with their little brother or sister
after the school day to participate
also planned.
An outdoor dance, sponsored in approved activities. The volunteers receive professional support
and training from BBBS staff members.
The Big Brothers Big Sisters program matches youth, ages 6-16
with a properly screened, caring
adult mentor. The BBBS Program
has proven to reduce the rate of
violence, drug and alcohol use and
school dropouts.
A statement from the YMCA
stated That-in--the-past- year- or so.
the BBBS program has also
branched out into other areas, such
as School Based Mentoring.
If you would like more information about this worthy program,
please call 759-BBBS (2227).

•Audas
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MON/I1E SALE.
Friday, May 4 & Saturday, May 5

president Janice Morgan on;recent
meeting with Kentucky Virtual
University .representative Myk
Gam. The KYVU offers university courses through the Internet.
Morgan said Garn's enthusiasm
for the project is admirable, but
his presentation left gaping holes
in the area of how the Internet
courses would be regulated.
Morgan said the regulation of
on-line course is being left to individual universities for the moment.
MSU currently receives online
course credits in the same way it
receives transfer credits, unless the
course originated at MSU, in which
case it is treated like any other
university course. •
The lack of concrete guideline
for faculty who develop the courses, however, has been a cause of
concern.
"I'm not against..Web courses,"
Stricter said. -What bothered me
was that when it came down to
hard issues ... 1Garn was kind of
glib. He would make jokes. We
want some serious answers. It
would be better to put some things
in place before we put hundreds
of courses online."

of

Movies, Games
DVD's
on SALE!

MOVIE WORLD
'16Gir WP *mcfricfmr-ter/P
714 N. 12th St.• JCPenney Shopping Ctr.• 753-7670
Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.-m.-11 p.m.• Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-Midnight

MANY THANKS...Murray State
University Faculty Senate President Bill Call presents Jim
Rudolph with a plaque in
appreciation of his efforts over
the past three years as faculty regent.
The senate also voted to retain
Call as president and voted for Mark
Wattier, professor of political science, as its new vice president.

• Sullivan ..

•

From Page 1

The Sullivans have filed for an
undisclosed amount of dailiages
for loss of property value. They
have also alleged a trespass. Foust's
order states that the allegations
should "be set forth more succinctly in the complaint," hence
the 20-day amendment period.
Foust also wrote that the Sullivans claims that the plant i emanating harmful pollutants- into the
MURRAY
air would likely fall under the
Environmental Protection Act,
which is outside the jurisdiction
WhItnell Ave.
of the circuit court.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Graddy, however, was unclear
on what avenue Foust is suggestDEPARTMENT HEADS
ing in that area.
Publisher Emeritus Walter L. Apperson
"I'm not quite sure what court,
Publisher
Alice Rouse
the judge is talking about;" GradManaging Editor
Eric Walloar- -dy said. "There's not one simple.
act."
Advertising Mgr
Slone, Hutchison
MSU began operating -the plant,
Classifieds Mgr.
Kathy Wyatt
Office Mgr..
Tammy Thompson
READER INFORMATION
- Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
- Sat. Closed
Phone (270)753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927
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EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger &
Times photo

which is located on its North Farm
-CompleA oft -Norttr-t6th Stieet, in
May 1999. Since that time, the
Sullivans have contended that it
releases harsh odors and harmful
pathogens into the air.
MSU officials point to a period between the plant's opening
and March 2000 when 11 different tests by the Kentucky EnviAgency
ronmental
Protection
showed no violations as proof that
the facility is not causing harm to
the surrounding property owners.
MSU legal counsel John Rail
did not return phone calls made
to his office Tuesday afternoon.
Jim Rudolph, interim director
of the university's school of agriculture, said Tuesday afternoon he
had not received a copy of the
order and therefore could not comment on it.

I SAVE 25% on All Silver Replating
During May Only!

Subscription Rates
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3 months
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We'll Make Your Old Silver Beautiful Again!
Take advantage of these sale prices and have your old, damaged silverware, antiques
and family heirlooms restored. Bring your silver in for a FREE estimate.
Full 25-Year Warranty On All Silver Reptating
FREE Dent Removal and Straightening on most items we silverptate. And only $34.95
for all soldering repairs on any piece we silverplate; including soldering broken handles, legs, knobs, etc.
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Dixieland Center • Chestnut Street • Murray
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Ethics panel looks at
Lt. Gov.'s wedding to
former Miss America
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Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's lieutenant governor may
have violated ethics rules when he
used state workers to stage his
wedding to a former Miss America, the state auditor said Tuesday.
Gov.
Lt.
Henry
Steve
used state photographers,
planners and
other employees help plan
and stage his
October wedding to former
IT. GON.
Miss America
HENRY
Heather French,
Auditor Ed Hatchett said. State
employees also helped arrange paid
private appearances by French
months before the wedding. Hatchett said.
"These people worked during
state time and they had to get
(Henry's) permission to do it," the
auditor said. "He's got a conflict
of interest that he can't reconcile."
The Executive Branch Ethics
Commission said it will consider
Hatchett's report to determine
whether Henry violated ethics rules.
It could impose fines of up to $5,000
for any violation.
Hairy, a Democrat, denied any
impropriety. His lawyer, Jack Smith,
said Henry had accepted help from

Details of the four allegations
against Lt. Gov. Steve Henry referred
by the auditor to the Executive
Branch Ethics Commission:
• State employee volunteers used
more than 500 hours of personal
leave valued at more than $16,000
to work on the Oct. 27 wedding of
Henry to former Miss America
Heather French Henry
" • The Division of Creative Services produced press packets for
the wedding. By using the state
agency, rather than a private vendor, the report estimated Henry
received a benefit worth $1,160.
• The Division of Creative Services produced 628 photographs of
the wedding or engagement that
cannot be accounted for. The photos are worth $1,373.80.
• State employees were used
before and after the wedding to
schedule Mrs. Henry's private
appearances. By not using a professional firm for such scheduling,
the report estimated Henry received
a personal gain of more than $7,400.

friends but had not benefited financially.
"He considered the work of volunteers to be a simple case of friends
helping friends," he said.
Hatchett said in an interview
that while state employees performed theiktork on 'compensatory
or leave time, they often did so
during regular business hours,sometimes with Henry's permission.
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As ifgetting two phonesfor the price ofone isn't enough (you get both a
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Waiting Caller ID to save yourselfthe trouble ofanswering unwanted calls.
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Sony's done it again!
Just when we thought camcorders couldn't get any smaller,
the amazing new DCR-PC5 arrived.

GOIN' BROADWAY..,Area elementary school students
Leslianne Gilson, Nicole Schmittou and Sarah Hines give
Adam Blodgett a piece of their minds during rehearsal
of "I Don't Wanna Grow Up" Tuesday evening for the
production of "Give My Regards to Broadway" in Lovett
Auditorium. The show will open Thursday. Call 762-4470
for more information.
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

13.5HE TOC4-C/VSNEWS
if
im‘ll

Bush's 100-day dash
Measuring a
new president by
his first 100 days
is arbitrary - and
unfair. Because
the media are
using this standard, however,
there are some
significant achievements of the
newborn Bush Administration.
First and foremost, Bush is not
Bill Clinton. Does that need elaboration? Bush keeps his word. He
seems, genuinely humble and
respectful of the office he holds.
Instead of "defining deviancy
down," Bush is "defining decency up."
Second, it appears the president will get most of the tax cut
he wants. Capitol Hill sources indicate a compromise between Republicans and Democrats would cut
taxes by $1 .4 trillion over 10
years and increase government
spending by six percent. That's
too small a cut and too long a
time for it to fully take effect,
but it is a move in the right direction.
Democrats had claimed that tax
cuts greater than $500 billion were
too large and would ruin the economy. but they are now willing to
settle for a much larger cut. Under
the last Clinton budget, spending
increases totaled eight percent. Bush
can rightfully claim progress on
both taxes and spending. In next
year's election. Bush can make
his case for voters to send him
more Republican tax-cutters and
spending reducers.
, Following the biggest tax
increase in history under Clinton
(who subsequently admitted it was
too much), Bush looks ready to
achieve the biggest tax reduction
in history.
It shows what can happen when
a president sticks to his guns.

Third, and speaking of guns,
the United States will make China
pay a price for knocking its surveillance plane from the sky and
its arms buildup against Taiwan,
even: while China denies linkage.
President Bush will sell Taiwan
eight advanced submarines and
four Kidd-class destroyers. Taiwan
will also get as many as 12 P-3
Orion planes, which are specially
designed for marine warfare. The
mothballed ships could be delivered as soon as next year.
The Aegis missile defense system, which would take 10 years
to build and deliver to Taiwan,
was not approved. This could
change, depending on China's
*tions. Bush has Sent'a' message
of resolve to defend U.S. interests to the Chinese and the world.
Fourth, President Bush appears
ready to move ahead with drilling
in a small section of Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
(ANWR) despite strong opposition
from the environmental lobby. Bush
appears convinced that technology
specifically designed to extract oil
without harming the environment
will work and can reduce America's dependence on fickle Middle East oil producers.
Fifth, Bush has taken on the
American Bar Association, informing them that they will no longer
have "veto" power over judicial
appointments.
Sixth, Bush has made his case
that government should not discriminate against private sector
_programs simply because of their
religious nature, and is winning
some converts to his view that
those programs often do a better
job than government of reforming
people.
Seventh, and most important for
any president, Bush has sstablished
himself as the legitimate President
of the United States. After the

Editorial
Roundup
The following is a roundup of
editorials published by newspapers from around the country.
The editorials comment on a variety of issues. Some editorials
may have been condensed for
space purposes. These editorials
are not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The
Associated Press or the Murray
Ledger & Times:
•••

— The Plain Dealer,
Cleveland, on bullying
The latest round of
school shootings has
revealed another culprit for
school violence: bullies.
Earlier incidents spurred .
interest in gun control and
parental responsibility, but .
the most recent have
focused-attention on those
Who teased and taunted the
youth who ultimately took
revenge with a firearm.
Legislators in Colorado,
Washington and Oregon are
considering measures aimed
at reducing intimidation and
harassment in school hallways. ...
... Clearly, parents, children and teachers all have
cause for concern. Just as
clearly, legislation alone
cannot change campus culture. Individual engagement
— that is,. adult supervision
of lunchrooms and -living
rooms, plus lots of lessons
about proper behavior —
represents the most crucial
step toward making schools
feel more safe.

fiasco surrounding the election,
many commentators and some
Democrats claimed that Bush would
never be accepted. The media have
applied their usual double standard to President Bush. With Clinton, most of the jokes delivered
by late-night comedians dealt with
his sex life, something that did
not directly affect most Americans.
With Bush, the media are pulling
a "Dan Quayle," portraying the
new president as stupid, as if his
Harvard and Yale degrees were
honorary, instead of earned.
But Bush is beating them at
their own game. His self-deprecating humor blunts the barbs. Ted
Koppel says "Tonight Show" host
Jay Leno told him that Leno's
audience isn't laughing at the
?dumb jokes" anymore.
The media continue to use ideologically loaded words in describing ideas they favor or .oppose.
One example: In 1989, the first
President Bush tried to create new
jobs by proposing a cut in the
capital gains tax. None of the
broadcast networks described the
Bush plan as a job stimulus package. But in 1993 when Bill Clinton pushed through huge tax and
spending increases, 46 percent of
network stories described his plan
as a lobs bill," while only 15
percent gave the GOP view that
the spending was mostly on pork,
according to the Media Research
Center.
The media are doing the same
with the current President Bush,
buying Democratic arguments that
tax cuts will go to "the rich" and
every Bush policy will harm the
country and the planet.
By any fair standard, Bush has
had an excellent 100 days. He just
has to keep the momentum going
for another three years and nine
months in term number one.

Report: 2000 census
undercounts highest
in cities, urban areas
are accurate enough to be made
public — if at all.
Democrats and civil rights
WASHINGTON (AP) — Amerwant the Bush administragroups
icans living in urban areas tendtion to release, a second set of
often
more
overlooked
ed to be
— adjusted using statistiin the 2000 census than people figures
— that they contend
sampling
cal
in other parts of the country, a
up for groups that
make
would
released
Democratic-backed report
are typically missed:
Tuesday concluded.
minorities, the poor and
The report, which
"...the Cen- children-.
looked at selected urban
sus Bureau
"We released this data
areas in 10 states, estihas clearly in the interest of transmated that cities like Los said that they
parency and ' scientific
Angeles, Detroit and Bal- are noI .camand hope that
discussion
timore each , had net fortable with
help lead to
will
use
its
undercount rates higher
any Of thc, greater accuracy
in the
than the rest of their
numbers,..
-Gilbert
said
census,"
respective states.
Wick Caldwell Casellas, co-chair for the
The study from memU.S. Census Democratic members.
bers of the U.S. Census Monitoring Board
The administration
Board • POP executive
Monitoring •
declining
the
cited
former
by
appointed
chair
as
national
undercount
President Clinton was not
the
that
sign
2000
a
endorsed by the-Census Bureau, and
head count was "the most accuwas strongly criticized by -board
•
in history."
rate
members appointed by the Repubalso contend adjustRepublicans
lican-controlled Congress.
would insert more errors into
The bureau has said there was ment
census.
the
a net national undercount of 1.2
Wick Caldwell, executive direcpercent of the country's 281 milof the board's GOP members,
tor
lion people in 2000, or about 3.2
said their own undercount estimillion.
mates match with what the CenThat was lower than .the 1.6
Bureau has come up with, unlike
sus
percent undercount in 1990, or
Democratic numbers.
the
about 4 million then.
"the Census Bureau has
But,
Bureau officials said more analythat they are not comsaid
clearly
sis must be done before they can
with any of the numbers
fortable
determine whether undercount estiwill not release it ... we feel
mates on the state and local level and
we should not release them either."
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retain control of Senate
AP Analysis
By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
AP Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Bill Frist is best
known among his Republican colleagues as an
expert on health care policy, • but these days GOP
lawmakers are looking to the former transplant
surgeon to make sure they keep control of the
Senate.
The Tennessee Republican is the new chairman
of the National Republican Senatorial Committee,
which recruits candidates and raises money.
These are no ordinary times.
Republicans and Democrats each have 50 seats
in the Senate, with Vice President Dick Cheney
serving as a tie breaker. Republicans are generally
seeii as vulnerable nt--2oo-2, because they -have - 20seats up for grabs compared to 14 Democratic
ones. In addition, the party of the president historically loses seats during midterm elections.
Frist hopes a cash advantage will help Republicang beat the odds.
The committee raised $18 million in the first
three months of 2001. That's compared to $9 million raised by the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee. Combined, the committees raised only
$13 million during the same period last year.
Political analysts say Frist shows strength
beyond fund-raising. They point to ads his committee ran last month touting President Bush's tax
cut proposal. The ads ran in seven competitive
states — New Hampshire, Oregon, Georgia, Missouri, Montana, South Dakota and Louisiana.
Frist is also targeting Iowa, where Rep. Greg
Ganske plans to challenge Democratic Sen. Tom
- • .
Harkin.
On a recent afternoon, Frist was in Kis office
studying charts and maps to determine .where to
focus the committee's time and money. Explaining
his s,trategy, Frist sounded more like a physician
<
than • a politician.
"You get a baseline EKG, baseline blood work
and then you know where you're going," he said.
The committee's previous chair, Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Icy., had a different approach.
While Frist is deliberate and focused, he hired
strong staffers to help him execute his mission,
said Jennifer Duffy, Senate editor of the Cook
Political Report, a Washington newsletter that analyzes political trends.
In contrast, McConnell had his hand in everything and "was really executive director," she
said.
"The first thing Mitch McConnell thinks of
when he gets up is politics," she said. "I don't
that that is necessarily Bill Frist."
McConnell's four-year stint as chairman ended

On the Net:
National Republican Senatorial Committee:
http://www.nrsc.org/
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee!#'
http://www.ciscc.orgfindexban.htrn
with Republicans losing four seats. McConnell
blames the losses on "a string of bad luck" that
included the death of Sen. Paul Coverdell of
Georgia and.the retirement of.Sen. Connie Mack
of Florida.
Republicans don't seem to fault_NIcConnell,
and they say the 50-50 split in the Senate is
motivating the troops.
"They realize that they will lose the chairmanship'of their committees, that the Bush agenda is
at risk," Frist said.
Frist also has encouraged Bush's involvement.
The--president has responded by stumping -in- competitive states and helping to recruit candidates.
Frist says geography could be the GOP's best
asset. More than half the Republican senators facing re-election come from states where Bush beat
Democrat Al Gore by more than five percentage
points.
"We should be so lucky to have them rest on
those laurels," said Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee spokesman Tovah Ravitz.
"This doesn't all fall on presidential lines," she
said, adding that people in several states often
split their votes.
Another part of Frist's strategy is recruiting
"citizen legislators," people like him who never
before held political office.
As part of the Republican sweep in 1994, Frist
defeated longtime Democratic incumbent lim Sasser. Frist, whose family founded HCA-The Healthcare Company, the nation's largest for-profit hospi.
tal chain, had plenty of money for, a campaign.
But Frist .says he's not looking for candidates just
with healthy bank accounts.
"I believe somebody, whp brings real-life experiences outside *the' arena of politick has the opportunity to -make huge contributions," he said.
Some analysts scoff at political unknowns taking on incumbents.
"You don't just have a lottery on Main Street,"
said Stephen Hess, a political analyst at the
Brookings Institute, a Washington think tank.
"This isn't an entry-level job. You're talking about
the Senate."
Frist hopes a school teacher and a 'bitsinesi- woman are among the next freshman class, though
he's keeping mum on their names for now. Asked
if he could convince them to run, Frist was opti. raistic.
"The opportunity to affect the education of it
million children is equal to the satisfaction of a
heart transplant," he said.
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DEATHS
Frank Fisk Jr.
Frank Fisk Jr., 76, Whisper Drive West, Murray, died today, Wednesday, May 2, 2001, at 6:30 a.m. at Veterans Administration Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
1.11. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Ms. Thelma Bell
Ms. Thelma Bell, 67, Coach Estates, Murray, died Saturday, April 28,
2001, at 8 p.m. a her home.
•
A retired proof reader for a publishing company, she had also worked
for a temporary job securing business.
Born Aug. 1, 1933, in Kent County, Mich., she was the daughter of the
late Morris A. Bell and Nina E. Bissonette Bell.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Fawn Vange and husband, Glenn,
and two grandchildren, Eric J. Vange and Cesey R. Vange, all of Lakeville,
Minn.; three sisters, Mrs. Jackie Shepard and husband, Richard, Brooklyn,
Mich., Mrs. Delphine Butts, Hebor, Ariz., and Mrs. Christine Rowley,
Jackson, Mich.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no services are visitation will be scheduled.
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Teen pleads innocent to slayings
HAVERHILL, N.H. (AP) - first-degree murder
The wife chaired the German
No bail was set; Tulloch remains Studies department at Dartmouth.
One of two teen-agers charged with
murdering a husband and wife who held in the county jail. Senior Assis- Her husband taught earth science.
Parker was charged as a juvenile
taught at Dartmouth College tant Attorney General Kelly Ayotte
said a trial date will be set in the and is being held at a juvenile cenpleaded innocent Tuesday.
Robert Tulloch, 17, said nothing next few weeks, but it is not ex- ter. The state has asked that he be
certified to stand trial as an adult.
beyond his one-word plea during pected to begin before February.
Tulloch and James Parker, 16,
Ayotte declined again Tuesday
his Grafton County Superior Court
arraignment. Led into the court- both of Chelsea, Vt., are charged to comment on a motive in the case,
room, he looked briefly at members with murdering Half,'62, and Su- and said Judge Peter Smith has not
of his family - father, brother and sanne Zantop, 55, in their isolated ruled on the state's request for
sister - and showed no emotion as home on the Hanover campus Jan. blood samples from Tulloch.
According to case records, police
a court clerk read two charges Of 27.

found two military-style knives in
Tulloch's bedroom with Susanne
Zantop's blood on them. Parker apparently bought similar knives on
the Internet several weeks before
the murders, the documents said.
In the records, investigators also
said they found bloody footprints at
the scene that match Tulloch's
shoes.
The :boys were arrested Feb. 19
at a truck stop in Indiana following
a nationwide manhunt.

Break in water main shuts off service

BRIDGEWATER, N.J. (AP)A break in a 60-inch water main
shut off or reduced service to 1 million customers in central New JerThe funeral for Guy C. Luther will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel sey and closed schools Tuesday in
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. John Terry and the Rev. Joey parts of two counties.
By late morning all customers
Adair will officiate. Music will be by the choir of Eastwood Baptist
had water service, and by late afterChurch.
noon pressure had returned to nor7 Pallbearers will be Donnie Chapman, Frank Rogers, Paul Welch, Billy
Duncan, Gerald Duncan and Charles Outland, active; Leroy Todd, Bill mal, said Henry Patterson, senior
Harrell. Ronnie Hargis, Clyde Hale, Edgar Childress and Jimmy Kelly, vice president of the Elizabethtown
Water Co.
honorary. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
The break occurred late Monday
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wedneson a major transmission line at the
day).
Mr. Luther, 78, Old Heritage Lane, Murray, died Sunday, April 29, company's main water treatment
plant.
2001, at 8:10 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah..
Residents lined up at stores to
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Emily Morris Luther; one daughter,
Mrs. Cathy Duncan and husband, Donald E., one son, Morris Luther and grab bottled water; those using pubwife, Brenda, and three grandchildren, Erica Hulse, Leanne Luther and El- lic supplies were being told to continue boiling their water.
lyn Luther, all of Murray; brother-in-law, Craig Morris.
"I woke up last night and I
thought I forgot to pay the water
bill," Lorraine Cimusz of Hillsborough said at a CostCo store in
Bridgewater. -The kids brushed
their teeth with seltzer water this
morning."
Joe Rutkoski of Hillsborough
1939
since
HINDMAN, Ky. (AP)- AcKentucky. His home
claimed Appalachian writer James was a two-story log house on Dead bought three cases of water at
•
Still, whose novel "River of Earth" Mare Branch of Carr Creek in Knott CostCo.
"Last
night,
we had no water at
is considered an American classic, County.
all.
This
morning
around 5:30 it was
campus
the
Tuesday
on
was buried
"River of Earth," a chronicle of a
of the Hindman Settlement School poor, coal-mining family, made barely coming out," Rutkoski said.
The 40-year-old concrete main
where he once worked as a librar- Still one of the best-known Appalaruptured
at a point where it was burian.
chian writers. Time magazine called ied 8 to 10 deep, and the water es94.
age
Saturday
at
Still died
the novel "a work of art."
caping at high pressure eroded a
A cadre of regional writers-inHe graduated from Lincoln Me- crater 40 feet wide, Chapman said.
cluding Loyal Jones of Berea and morial University in Harrogate.
The cause of the break had not been
Lee Smith of Grundy, Va. - at- Tenn., in 1929 and went on to earn
determined.
tended Still's funeral, which offered a master's of arts degree from VanChapman said several thousand
a mixture of tears and laughter.
derbilt and a library science degree of the company's I million customcontained
program
written
The
from the University of Illinois.
ers were completely without water
an excerpt from one of Still's unStill served for six years as the
for
a few hours. Pressure was republished writings in which he said librarian of the Hindman Settlement
duced
systemwide and all customGod had provided everything he School near Troublesome Creek in
ers were asked to avoid nonessential
in
life.
needed
truly
Knott County and later taught for
"... And-distantly- when I at 10 years at Morehead State Univer- use.
Schools in parts of Somerset and
last wearied of this earth, He would sity.
Middlesex counties 'delayed opentake me by the hand and say,'Come
Still never married, but is surlive in my house."
vived
by an adopted daughter,
Although born in Lafayette, Ala.,
Still lived most of his life in eastern Teresa Bradley, of Hindman.

ing or closed for the day. Middlesex
officials activated their Emergency

Operations Center to ensure adequate fire protection capacity, and

tanker trucks were placed on
standby.

Guy C. Luther

MISSY'S
STORY

James Still buried
in eastern Kentucky
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Army drops plans to acquire
Chinese-made black berets
WASHINGTON (AP)- Army
soldiers WOn't be wearing Chinesemade black berets, after all.
The Pentagon issued a brief
statement Tuesday night announcing plans to recall whatever Chinese-made berets have already been
delivered and distributed.
"The Army Chief of Staff has
determined that U.S. troops shall
not wear berets made in China or
berets made with Chinese content."
Deputy Defense Secretary Paul D.
Wolfowitz said in a brief statement.
"Therefore, I direct the Army and
the Defense Logistics Agency to
take appropriate action to recall previously distributed berets and dispose of the stock."

✓

EVENING
Pick 3:
9-5-0
Pick 4:
1-8-8-6
Cash Ball:
8-14-28-32
Cash Ball 8

Army Chief of Staff Gen. Eric
Shinseki decided fast year that all
soldiers, except paratroopers and
Special Forces soldiers, would wear
black berets, beginning June 14, the
Army's birthday.
With that deadline set for acquiring 2.6 million berets, the Defense
Logistics Agency said it had to use
foreign manufacturers along with
American suppliers. When word got
out that China was among the suppliers - scheduled to make approximately 600,000 of the berets
- it created a problem among lawmakers who want the Army to buy
American. A review was started in
March.

Missy Jenkins

A young woman changed forever by a senseless
school shooting in Paducah shares her story. Along with some
lessons learned that could help prevent more violence.
Where: Center for Health & Wellness, 716 Poplar Street, Murray, KY

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
2-4-5
PiCk 4:
1-8-8-8

When: May 10, 7pm

Community

Healthcare

On December 1, 1997. Missy Jenkins was one of five
students wounded in a shooting rampage that also left
FOUNDATION
1111WITAL
three others dead at Heath High School in Paducah. Don't
forgiveness.
Brought
to
courage,
perseverance,
hope
and
miss her inspiring story of
you by the Community Healthcare Foundation of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
as part of our ongoing efforts to promote the health and safety of children in this area.
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report i'oic9e:;
r
1854.10 - 44.24
Don Jones Ind. A$g.
42.50 - 0.31
Air Products
51.65 - 0.31
A01,Time Warner
23.60 - 0.48
AT&T
42.34 - 0.39
Bell South
41.02 - 0.38
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ....55.74 + 0.33
49.94 - 0.84
Caterpillar
51.02 + 1.14
Daimler Chrysler
17.37 - 0.17
Dean Foods
87.00 - 1.80
Exxon-Mobil
28.32 + 0.02
Ford Motor
48.02 - 0.71
General Electric
55.48 + 0.36
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..52.66 - 0.39
19.37 - 0.57
Goodrich
24.50 - 0.22
Goodyear
12.25 13 12.49 A
HopFed Bank*
117.15 - 1-36
1 B NI

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
•
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
V3orldcom Inc.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

46.46 - 0.53
32.01 + 0.83
24.35 + 0.61
11.18 + 0.28
16.24 + 0.01
27.46 - 0.32
75.33 - 0.27
70.29 + 0.12
20.45 + 0.20
43.08 - 0.54
97.77 - 0.47
37.90 + 0.26
36.57 - 0.45
70.10 - 2.10
18.03 - 0.21
21.12 + 0.18
10.00 + 0.10
52.77 - 0.73
18.95 + 0.28
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The Bose 151 Environmental Speakers.
Now you can enjoy the superb quality of Bose sound on your deck or patio, poolside,on a boat,
virtually an where you'd like to play music outside. Bose 151 environmental speakers will
play right along with you. Engineers at Bose made sure of it by putting them to work under some of4he worst conditions
Mother Nature can deliver. They immersed them in water,froze therm then thawed them out Want to hear what they can
bring to the party in your own backyard? Come in for a demonstration
Hear a demo. Hear the difference.
506 North 12th Sheet• Murray, Kenh4ciy

0
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Biologist speaker at
Kiwanis gathering
Dave Dreves, assistant district for the banks, counting the numbiologist, Kentucky Department of ber per net night," he said.
There are many factors which
Fish and Wildlife, spoke about the
duties of a fisheries biologist at a affect fish survival. Dreves dismeeting of the Murray Kiwanis cussed the influence of water level,
insects in the food chain, algal
Club Thursday evening.
"We spend a lot of time doing growth and turbidity of water as
standardized sampling where we they influence fish population.
Dreves said there is a lag
make species counts and determine size, looking for trends," between sampling and good fishing. Based on sampling he said,
Dreves said.
In Kentucky Lake the focus is "What we're predicting is good
on bass and crappie. The time of fishing for large-mouth bass in Kenseason and the place of sampling tucky Lake the next few years."
Other tasks performed by the
remains the same from year to
year. Electric fishing stuns the fish department include habitat work,
after which they are wejghed, fish kill evaluation and technical
measured and sampled for scales, pond work with farmers. Activiwhich is an indicator of age.
ties of the Department of Fish and
"We use trap nets for sampling Wildlife are supported by lieense
crappie in the fall when they head fees.

Amateur Astronomers
will meet on Saturday
The
Western
Kentucky
Astronomers Club will meet Saturday, May 5, at the Land Between
the Lakes Planetarium and Observatory.
Ross Workman and John Holland, club members, said "this will
be a very special Astronomy Day
featuring free shows and solar
observing all day and also night
observing if the sky permits."
Helpful handouts will be dis-

tributed. Scopes will be set up for
day and evening observing and
many helpful instructors for hands
on viewing will be present to answer
any questions.
Anyone interested in joining the
group or joining the club call I 270-924-2243 and ask for John or
Don; or e-mail Ross Workman at
Planetman@vci.net or John Holland
at YOJOHN@vci.net.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Murray State University Department of History will host a
reception in honor of Dr. James W. Hammack Jr. on Friday
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. at the Faculty Club on the MSU campus.
Dr. Hammack Jr. has given 33 years of dedicated service to
the Department of History, the Colleges of Arts and Sciences,
Humanistic Studies and Humanities and Fine Arts; and has
served as the only two-term faculty regent in the history of the
university.
The public is invited to attend. If you would like to send a
card or message to Jim, please forward it to Ken Wolf, Department of History, 6B Faculty Hall, Murray, KY 42071-2231.

Prayer day on Thursday
National Day of Prayer will be observed Thursday from 12:20
to 12:40 p.m. in the parking lot just north of Murray City Hall on
South Fifth Street. This will be a time of prayer by those meeting
at this particular place. For more information call 753-1622.
SPECIAL MEETING...Holly Bloodworth of Murray, left, top
photo. spoke about her experiences as an Exchange Rotary
Club Student to Brazil at a meeting of the Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma at Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. Pictured at right is Betty Gore, chapter president.
Serving as hostesses were, bottom photo, from left, Donna
Whitfield, Sharon Arant, Carolyn Colson and Mirriam Ferguson, all teachers in the Murray area. The next meeting
will be Saturday, May 5, at 10 a.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge
with a buffet lunch at 11 a.m. Reservations may be made
by calling Gore at 753-8509.

Free GO Wrapping
& Delivery

U5.
Michelle & Josh Moorehead
Brad & April Pritchett
Chris Spain & Shannon Thurmond
Kevin & Amberly Munsey
Kyle & Mandi Murdock
Angie Ridgeway
Michael & Jennifer Thorn
Natalie Williams
Tim & Amber Young

babies in bloom

The grand march for the Murray High School Prom will be at
7 p.m. Saturday on the third floor of Murray State University Curris Center. Persons are to note the change from the time listed in
The Black and Gold newspaper. The viewing is free to the public;
however tickets for seating in the theater are $2 each and being
sold on first come basis by the MHS Junior Class. Any tickets left
over will be sold the night of the prom.

753-7534

MHS• Class of 1961 plans reunion

Court Square • Murray

'Broadway
musical to
come to MSU
The excitement of Broadway
will be brdught to the Murray State
University campus when "Give My
Regards To Broadway" opens at
Lovett Auditorium. "Give My Regards To Broadway" is a musical
review that features medleys from
"Rent," "Oklahoma,""Smokey Joe
's Cafe" and other Broadway hits.
The show will be held May 3-5
at 7:30 p.m. and May 6 at 2:30 p.m.
Ticket prices are: $5 for adults, $3
for children and senior citizens, and
$2 for Murray State students. Dinner packages are available through
Boulders.
Under the direction of Rush
Trowel IV, a diverse student cast
will create the musicals that shaped
Broadway's history. For more information contact Jaselle Rodrigues
at(270)762-6383.

SUPPORT THE
ARTS IN YOUR
COMMUNITY

YOU ASKED FOR IT - YOU GOT IT!
We now have additional massage appointments available,
and we've added a second aroma steam room.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

Steo ea cued meet elte meat weesteevz oi mot tease.

6.00%

Book your appointment for our latest massage seivice,
"Twice As Nice." Enjoy the-Harmony of two therapists
utilizing massage and reflexology to create a treatment
you will not soon forget!
Try our entire line of AVEDA products.

(May,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
"Hs competitive interest rate is guarar,
•,d for one year upon issue and is sul
t to change on policy anniversary dale.
..,Dwever. regardless of rate changes ovi •
the years Southern Farm Bureau Lit.
guarantees the rate will never decreas.
below 3 00°. Since eady stioencii—
charges apply, please call for

• Massage Therapy • Facials • Aromatherapy • Sugaring
• Manicures/Pedicures • Hot Stone Massage

1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0760

Western Kentucky Paralegals will hold their ninth annual meeting Friday at Kentucky'Dam Village. Registration will be 8:30 to
9 a.m. The seminar will run from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. with the topic
discussed to include DUI law, medical negligence claims, products
liability law, municipal law and real estate condemnation law. Lunch
will be served at noon and door prizes will be given at the end
of the day. Cost is $40 for WKP members and $45 for non-members. For information or to register contact Angie Dixon at 1-270527-3153.

Grand march will be at 7 p.m.

\

The EssentialDay Spa

Paralegals to meet Friday

California Connection, a group of Murray area residents with a
connection to California, will celebrate Cinco de Mayo and Derby
Day on Saturday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. For more information, call
Mary Thomsen at 436-5622.

5pec.ial Delivery

I

Rebate Night for the Murray High School Baseball Program will
be Thursday from 5 to 9 p.m. at Boulders Restaurant.

California Connection to meet

These blessed events hove been registered with
Jeremy & Stacy Bell .
Cammie Blalock
Troy & Shannon Conner
Crystal Dunn
Keith & Renae Fain
Matt & Bridget! Garrison
Brittany Jackson
Ronnie & Nancy Lye11

Baseball night Thursday

Invitations have been sent for the reunion of Murray High School
Class of 1961 to be held July'6 and 7, 2001. If you graduated
with or attended school with class at any time and have not received
an invitation, call Susan Munday Johnson at 436-6054.

CCMS' elections on Thursday
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council elections will be Thursday. Parent of students who will
attend CCMS in the 2001-2002 school_ year are _eligible to vote.
-Nominees are Ivai Burkeen, Gale Cornelison, Samantha Hall, Joetta Kelly, Alexia Parker and Shea Sykes. The voting will be conducted in the school office from.8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and in the school
lobby from 2 to 6 p.m. Thursday.

Dream Factory will meet
The Dream Factory of Murray will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
AmeriHost Inn. Special items to be discussed are the upcoming
dreams for four local children, fish fry for all volunteers on May
5, first birthday celebration of Murray chapter May 11 and 12,
men's softball tournament May 26 and the upcoming children's picnic June 2. All interested persons are invited. For information call
Debbie at 436-6295 or Melanie at 474-8730.

Oaks couples plan event
Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. Hosts will be Richard and Rita Huddleston, phone 7532959.

Health Express on Thursday
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings
on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at SaveA-Lot Grocery, Murray. The blood sugar test must be performed
two hours after completing a meal.

Need Line tournament Friday
The annual Need Line Golf Tournament will be Friday at the
Murray Country Club. This is' a four-person scramble with tee off
at 1 p.m. Fees for each player will be $50. Sponsorship of the tournament is also available at $50 which will include a t-hole sign
giving the sponsor's name. For'information call the Rev. David
Montgomery, chairman for the tournament at 753-6460 or Kathie
Gentry, executive director of Need Line, at 753-6333.
I.

Kids Company taking registration
Summer registration for Murray Middle School and Murray Elementary School Kids' Companies will continue through May 18.
Registration in the cafeterias at the schools will be from 2 to 6
p.m. at Murray Elementary and from 3 to 6 p.m. at Murray Middle. For more information contact Alisa Dillard at 753-5972, ext
172, or Peggy Chrisman at 753-5022, ext. 206.

UI

ecs(ke Cutting Edge
Hair & Tanning Spa

Full Service Family Salon
$200
OFF Haircut w/coupon

S111,111

I

753-4703

Must present coupon at time of service • Coupon expires May 31s1, 2001

759-EDGE (3343)

Behind Cracker Barrella

MHS students
selected for Gov.'s
School of the Arts

Delta
Department
hears Jobs
Loretta
Jobs presented a program
on "Habitat
for Humanity" at the
April meeting
of the Delta
Department of
the
Murray
Woman's
Club at the LORETTA JOBS
club house.
Mrs. Jobs discussed the history of the program and its global
impact on families in need of
housing.
The Murray Chapter has been
an active participant in Habitat
for Humanity for many years and
has helped people who are willing to share in the work of building their home.
Recipients of homes work with
volunteers for a required number
of hours and agree to pay off the
purchase price with low interest
loans.
Later Karen Olson told of the
personal experiences she and her
family had as volunteer "builders"
of a Habitat home in Knoxville,
Tenn.
Hostesses were Crystal Parks,
Alice Koenecke and Jo. Benson.
The department will meet
Wednesday, May 9, at 2 p.m. at
the club house.
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STUDENTS.. Selected by audition for the Kentucky Governor's School of the Arts from
Murray High School were, from left, front row, Sarah Simmons, Emily Runnels, Amanda
Taylor, Elizabeth Miller, back row, Michael Swain, Gina Pfannerstill and Marshall Welch.

FOR
UPCOMING
EVENTS AND
WAPPENING-C
READ THE
TODAY
PA&ES DAILY

Five students from Murray High School have been selected, by a
state-wide audition procedure, to participate in the Kentucky Governor's School of the Arts.
This is an thtensive three-week summer course of study at Transylvania University in Lexington, Ky.
The students will have the opportunity to study with and observe
the performances of many master teachers/performers from Kentucky
and the surrounding region in each of their respective areas.
The students selected are the following:
Sarah Simmons, sophomore, daughter of Jim and Murdena Simmons, in music theater;
Gina Pfannerstill, sophomore, daughter of Virginia Willman and
Bob and Debbie Pfannerstill, in vocal music;
Elizabeth Miller, junior, daughter of Dan and Laura Miller, in vocal
music;
Emily Runnels, junior, daughter of Brian and Beth Runnels, on
violin;
Marshall Welch, junior, son of Mark and Karen Welch, in drama.
Two other students were selected as alternates to the GSA program. They are Amanda Taylor, junior, daughter of Paul and Darlene
Taylor, on flute, and Michael Swain, junior, son of Tim and Beverly Swain, on percussion.

loved you when
you ..ad no haft, no teeth
and no money.

FUN & FASHION

TRAVIS F. TUCKER

7'ucker wins top
title for the state
Travis Ford Tucker was the
winner of America's Cover Boy
Title at the Kentucky State beau- .
ty/Most Handsome in the state
finals at the convention center at
Bowling Green.
Tucker received a state crown,
a designer wrap around America's
Cover Boy state beauty/handsome
winner banner, a t-shirt, a four
foot trophy, a large bag of toys,
a check for $200, and his entry
fee paid to represent the state of
Kentucky in the two to five year
division at the national finals.
The finals will be in Orlando,
Fla., in July, where Tucker could
win a $10,000 savings bond.
His picture will be on the cover
of all of the 2001-2001 American's Cover Miss and Cover Boys
U.S.A. state books.
Tucker is the son of Sonny and
Paula Tucker of the Coldwater community in Calloway County.

Lewis graduate
from Lakeland
LaShawna
Rena Lewis is
a 2001 graduate from Lakeland Christian
Home Educators.
She
has
been active in
Westwood 4-H
where
Club
Lewis
she has won
several trips and honors. She also
belongs to the Medical Explorers
Post 803, and The United Pentecostal Church of Paris, Tenn. At
her church, She enjoys singing and
playing her flute.
Her other interests are reading,
sewing and quilting. She is actively involved in volunteer work at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Shared Care.
In the fall Lewis will attend Murray State University where she
has received a scholarship. She
plans to major in nursing.
Lewis is the daughter of Steven
and Kathryn Lewis of Murray..
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Parker of New
Concord and Clair Lewis of Clearwater, Fla.
REMEMBER YOU CAN PICK
UP YOUR PHOTO AFTER
YOU SEE IT IN THE
LEDGER & TIMES

Color has been used for healing for centuries. The use of flowers and plants can
provide stimulating effects for everyone.
Changing the color scheme in your home
or wardrobe can freshen your energy and
your mood.
You don't have to paint the whole house
or toss out everything in your wardrobe.
The use of flowers and fruits can be the
tools for your home; they are alive and
vibrant. Changing your jewelry, or adding
a colorful top can change your whole
appearance and outlook for the day.
Colors can affect your productivity and
your attitude about yourself and your
workmates.
According to the ancient texts, red is
connected to the first chakra or energy
center, which affects grounding. survival,
financial security and vitality! When those
areas of your life feel weak, bring red
flowers or red fruits to surround you. Wear
red to work.
.
The color orange is associated with the
second chakra and is for creative energy.
If you need to start a new project, use
orange flowers. tulips, or gladiolas, and
fruits such as oranges, mangoes, and tangerines to get your creative juice flowing.
Orange is also one of this springs best colors in fashion.
Yellow positively affects feelings of fear
and anger. Yellow stimulates the solar
plexus chakra and the brain. Daffodils,
sunflowers, yellow grapes, lemons, grapefruits and bananas will support these feelings. Wearing yellow has a very bright
positive effect on others.
Green is associated with love in the heart
chakra. Put some green apples in a bowl,
add some kiwi's and pears for a loving
feeling. Wearing green can empower you
to radiate love to yotifSill and others.
Blue is the honest communication center
or throat chakra. Bluebells, hyacinths and
irises create a calming peaceful effect.
Blueberries and blue plums -placed in a
howl will cause positive actions and reactions.
Purple is the spiritual color for intuitive
guidance. Lavender. lilacs and orchids arc
healing flowers, they elevate the spirit.
Dark grapes, and black cherries may magnify intuitive powers. Purple is also a very
popular color in clothing for spring. This
color is associated with the "third eye"
chakra.
White is the crown chakra and it rids you
of negative heavy feelings. Try white
roses, camellias. daisies and gardenias,
along with pale honeydew melons, pale
grapefruits to add to the peaceful atmosphere you want to achieve.
Remember a new touch of color could be
revitalization.
recipe
for
your
'Congratulations to Opal Hart who won the
picture frame at the luncheon last Friday.
Please join us this week for great food
and a look at all of our new merchandise.
Many new items to choose from — new
home accessories too.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
report

41c-RufT
Somerlenk For Evrrvonr Storr

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Ch

l"ou know
er number.

The least you can do is give your mom a call on May 13th.
Even if it's to tell her that not much has changed.

• $14.99 per line:Add up to 3 additional lines. So, call your mom and make her day.
(Offer valid on Home"' plan rates of $29.99 and higher.)
• Share minutes. Up to 4 people can use the plan
Nokia 5165

• Unlimited Mobile to Mobile. Talk for hours withoutirourning minutes on your primary Ire
Each additional line can add unlimited Mobile to Mobile for just $9.99 per month.
Serve offer available to new and ecst,r9

BELLSOUTH Mobility'
is now a part of Cingular Wireless.

WIRELESS

1-866-CINGULAR
www.cingularcorn

Available At
Congular Wireless Stores
MADISON VILLE
30 N Main St

cingularWhat do you have to sayT

MURRAY
906A S 12th St
PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky Ave

_Express Locations

WAL•MART
Q BENTON

rD MADISONVILLE

O MAYFIELD
O MORGANFIE LD
0MURRAY

0PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd
3220 Irvin Cobb Dr
® PRINCETON

Parkway Plaza Mat
401 Madison Sq Ave
Limited time otter FamityTalk is available with select Cingular rate plans Service and promotional phone otters require ai.one or two year service agreement and credit
approval A connection charge or network surcharge Will apply during any month in which landline.terminated cats are originated from the wireless phone Activation tee
will apply. Early termination tee per phone applies Minimum of two, maximum of four phones required to take advantage of FamilyTalk plans Calls subtect to taxes, long
distance, roaming. universal service lee. or other exactions Package minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within local calling
area Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at per minute rate dependent on rate plan selected Unlimited long distance applies to calls originating from
your Cingular Wireless Home Calling Area to anywhere in the U S Airtime not included however package minutes and unlimited nights end weekends may apply Calls
made and received while roaming outside your Home Calling Area are sutmect to applicable roaming charges Mobile to Mobile service offers unIrmirted calling between
local Cingular Wireless customers placing Mobile to Mobile calls that originate and terminate in Cingular Wireless Mobile to Mobile local service area The Cingular
Wireless Mobile to Mobile local service area does riot equal the Cingular Wireless Home Calling Area Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next tut
minute at the end of each call for billing purposes Monthly charges are not prorated Unused package minutes expire each month TOMA digital phone and Cingular long
distance service required Although service is available at authorized agents. egurpment availability arid prices may vary Promotions may not be combined with other otters
or plans Certain other conditions and restrictions apply see contract for details FamtlyTalk, Cingular logo, the graphic icon and 'What do you have to say/' are service
marks of Cingular Wifeless LLC Nokia, Connecting People and the 5100 series phone are tradernarkS of Nokia Corporation arid/or its affiliates CQ001 Gingular Wireless L LC

1.11111.
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Hollywood writers keep
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Negotiations between Hollywood screenwriters and producers and studio
heads ended Wednesday morning
without a new deal but with promises to resume talks, temporarily
averting a strike that would halt TV
and movie production.
The 17-hour bargaining session
concluded about three hours after
the writers' contract expired at
12:01 a.m. The contract was not extended, and both sides were ex-

pected back at bargaining table later
Wednesday.
Writers Guild of America
spokesman Cheryl Rhoden would
not characterize the state of the negotiations. Both sides have imposed
a news blackout.
"We're working very hard to
reach an agreenient," Rhoden had
said shortly after midnight. Barbara
Brogliatti, spokeswoman for the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers, joined Rhoden for

the announcement.
Fears of a walkout have gripped
the industry for months, but the
writers guild has yet to call for a
strike vote from its members. Progress has been difficult to gauge because both sides have maintained a
strict news blackout since negotiations resumed April 17.
With no word of an agreement,
the next step was anyone's guess.
Both sides could choose to extend the contract and continue nego-

tiations, and members of the writers
guild could also vote in the days
ahead to authorize a strike, which
could draw more pressure for a settlement.
Before the news blackout, the
two sides had yet to bridge a $100
million gap between their demands.
Failure to make a deal could mean a
strike that would halt movie and
television production, possibly delaying the fall TV season.
Last year's record-length strike

by commercial actors was a sign of
the intense labor strains running
throughout Hollywood. Many
a precursor of sorts to
viewed it as .
strikes by
back-to-back
potential
mainstream writers and actors.
The contract with the two performer unions, the Screen Actors
Guild and the American Federation
Artists,
of Television and Radio
after
months
two
just
ends June 30,
deadline.
contract
writers'
the
Analysts predicted a double
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strike would devastate the entertainment industry and delay the TV season and new movie releases even
more.
A study commissioned by Mayor
Richard Riordan found that prolonged strikes could cost the Los
Angeles area's economy as much as
$6.9 billion and result in as many as
130,000 lost jobs.
Talks between the writers and
the Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers began Jan. 22.
A half-hour before the writers'
contract expired Wednesday, a
small group of screenwriters gathered for a candlelight vigil in front
of guild headquarters, where the negotiations were being held.
"I'm just here to show my support," said Ali Rushfield, a writer
for the upcoming Fox TV show
"Undeclared." "We're also here to
show we trust them."
John Wells, president of the
western unit of the writers guild,
has demanded an average annual
raise of about 3 percent for the
guild's 11,500 members, amounting
to $99.7 millionover three years.
The producers alliance has said it
cannot afford to meet all the writers' demands — partly because of
the turbulent labor climate.
The studio heads said every
penny they would give the guild
would equal a dime because the
nearly 10 other Hollywood unions
— covering everything from crew
workers to directors — would demand similar increases.
Studios say growing competition
in show business has made it more
difficult to recoup the cost of producing movies and TV shows.
The last writer's strike occurred
in 1988 and lasted 22 weeks, crippling television and movie production.
"I could last for a while," said
Rushfield, the TV writer. "Maybe
for the length of a summer vacation."
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DRESS SHIRTS
Cities Miii l. '30
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Pre anal 1 easy care.
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McALESTER, Okla.(AP)— On
a death row gitilley, with intravenous tubes fastened to her arm,
Marilyn Plantz prayed before receiving a lethal injection. She was
the second woman executed in the
state's history.
Gov. Frank Keating refused to
block her execution Tuesday although Plantz had been convicted of
murder conspiracy, in part, by the
testimony of a police chemist accused by the FBI of wrongly linking
defendants to crime scenes.
Keating said Plantz had confessed to her role in the 1988 beating death of her husband, and there
was "no question about her guilt or
innocence."
"A tragedy took place in my life
and I'm not trying to excuse that or
justify that in any way," Plantz said
in the Tulsa World on Monday.
The attorney general's office is
examining the convictions of 12
other death row inmates in which
Oklahoma City police chemist
Joyce Gilchrist testified or helped
prepare evidence.
An FBI report said Gilchrist
gave testimony "that went beyond
the acceptable limits of forensic science". or misidentified hair and fibers in at least six criminal cases.
Prosecutors have said no innocent people have been executed as a
result of Gilchrist's work or testimony, and Gilchrist hasn't been
charged with a crime. •
Plantz was the second woman
put to death in Oklahoma since it
became a state in 1907. The first,
Wanda Jean Allen, was executed in
January.
Following her trial. Plantz admitted orchestrating her husband's
murder. Her lover, William Clifford
Bryson, and an accomplice, Clinton
McKimble, were both convicted of
the crime.
Bryson was executed in June,
and McKimble received a life sentence in exchange for his testimony
against the others.
Bryson and McKimble ambushed Jim Plantz and beat him
with his 6-year-old son's baseball
hats when he returned home from
work on Aug. 26, 1988. They then
took him to a remote area in his
pickup truck and set it on fire to
make his death look accidental.
Authorities said Plantz hoped to
collect on her husband's $300,000
life insurance policy.
She was the 124th inmate executed in Oklahoma and the 11th this
year.
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Murray's Elias on state's
new technology council
As the Governor's Office for
Technology works to improve the
way state government thinks about
and uses technology, they will be
getting feedback from the private
sector, local county and state government and leaders in education
across Kentucky. The feedback is a
direct result of Gov. Paul Patton's
recent appointment of the Kentucky
Information Technology Advisory
Council(KITAC).
"The goal of the council is to
have Kentucky's technology initiatives reflect the needs of our customers who are citizens, stale, local
and county governments," says Aldona Valicenti, the Commonwealth
of Kentucky's Chief Information
Officer.
"We were looking for council
members who were interested in
technology to be a sounding board
and provide citizen and industry in-

put. We're working to establish

constant communication and open
feedback statewide as we continue
our job of aggressively changing the
way we implement technology."
One of the issues and opportunities the council will be exploring is
Kentucky's push into electronic
government.
E-Government is the provision
of government services directly to
citizens via the Internet. Council
members will include representatives from the Public Service Commission, the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, public education and
citizens from the private sector with

a background in technology, among
others.
The Kentucky Information Technology Advisory Council includes
City kdministrator Don Elias, representing local government of Murray.
The Governor's Office for Technology was formed in 1999. It
shares Gov. Patton's vision and policy directives to change the way
Kentucky does business, including
how we collect information, make it
accessible and allocate resources to
serve our citizens better.
For more information visit
http://got.state.ky.us/.
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ATTENTION SUBSCRIBERS
JAMIE COATES/Photo submitted

We at the Ledger & Times value you as a customer. Throughout'our 14 years
of home delivery service we have tried to keep our price increases to a minimum, we have often had to take cutbacks ourselves. Unfortunately, the price
of publication has increased 20 percent within the past year and is continuing
to rise. Now with the postage rate increases, we feel it necessary to raise our
subscription prices in order for us to continue to be able to supply you with
the latest in news.

SEEING DOUBLE ... Is it twins? Actually, it's a bit of trick photography (double exposure) that makes Tyler Pemwell seem in two places at once.

Wendy's founder sues over
loan to ex-Gov. Wilkinson
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Dave Thomas, the founder of Wendy's, is suing over a $25 million
loan he guaranteed for former Kentucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Wilkinson is in Chapter 11 bankruptcy in Lexington with debts totaling $418.4 million. He isn't a defendant in the lawsuit, but his wife,
Martha S. Wilkinson, is, along with
The United Co., Wilkinson's largest
creditor; and Hazard businessman
L.D. Gorman and his wife, Janice.
Thomas is asking a Florida court
to release him from paying the debt,
saying he was tricked into guaranteeing it.
The lawsuit was filed in Florida
because the Thomas and his wife,
Lorraine, the Gormans and Martha
Wilkinson are Florida residents.
, "Wallace Wilkinson does ,not
claim Florida residency," his attorney, Robert J. Brown,said Tuesday.
On Nov. 30, the Thomases. the
Gormans and Martha Wilkinson
signed a 12-page agreement, pledging to pay the $25 million to United
if Wallace Wilkinson defaulted on
the loan.
----- The-note-represents-attly-aboutone-fourth of Wilkinson's total debt
to United, a Virginia lender that is

Wilkinson's largest secured creditor.
In the lawsuit, the Thomases
claim that United:
—Did not disclose that Wilkinson was "in dire financial circumstances and in actual or technical
default" on other loans.
—Did not disclose that "millions
of dollars of the $25 million" was
kept by United or one of its principals as a "kickback' for getting the
Thomases and others to guarantee
the loan.
—Did not tell the Thomases that
the guarantee they signed did not
contain changes requested by their
attorney.
The whole process. the Thomases allege, was "merely a pretext
— a mechanism" by which United
and Wallace Wilkinson found "a viable repayment source for prior debt
OTUnited."
Samuel Hinkle IV, a Louisville
attorney who represents United,
said that the Thomases' elaims are
"absolutely false" and that the lawsuit is an attempt "to avoid the
promises they made."
"At- the-time that 425loan was made (in November), Mr.
Wilkinson had paid on time, or be-

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 2001

lore they were due, all his obligations," Hinkle said.
United learned of Wilkinson's financial problems in January when
he defaulted on two other notes,
Hinkle said. The company immediately alerted other Wilkinson creditors and those creditors, along with
United, filed an involuntary bankruptcy petition Feb. 5 that Wilkinson later converted into a Chapter
11 reorganization.
Brown said Martha Wilkinson,
who has not filed bankruptcy, has
not been served with a copy of the
lawsuit. "Mrs. Wilkinson is not
aware of any misrepresentations"
relating to the loan guarantees, he
said.
The Gormans could not be
reached for comment.

CARRIER DELIVERY LOCAL MAIL RATES
(Calloway, Graves, Marshall)
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Convenience

Pooch or Feline Need A Trim?
Pet Grooming Service by Professional Groomer

PAULA CAMPBELL
By Appointment Only

(270)753-6749
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., South
www.westsidevet.com

GA.S
UY
PREB
We Saved You $1 per Gallon

It's never convenient to be sick
But when you — 'or especially
your little ones — are sick, the
last thing you need is a hassle
getting into the doctor's office.
Primary Care Medical Center provides medical care when it's convenient for you — including
evenings and weekends:
If your daughter develops a fever
after dinner, or if your son injures
himself at a Saturday morning
baseball game, Primary Care
Medical Center is ready to help.
And you don't have to make an
appointment, or an expensive
visit to the emergency room!
Medical care has never been
more convenient, thanks to
Primary Care Medical Center.

Open Nights &
Weekends
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8 am - 8 pm
8 am - 6 pm
1 pm - 6 pm
ft

Our
customers
who prebought gas
almost $1 per
saved
early
gallon for gas last winter, call us
early to get your prebuy for this next winter.

•
• • •••
• •10 ••
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480W • MET/ICAl ARTS BOLDING
300 Scum EIGHTH STRUT
MuRam, KY 42071
(270) 759-92000R 800-932-212:
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Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 Hwy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky • 753-8011
new serving Calloway Countyfor Lake Region Propane

Ca#Pexe.iffe,
MD • MICHAEL ADAMS. MD • SrAN: KELLY.
BYARS. ARNP • BRUCE BIURKEEN. PA-C

ROBERT HUGHES. MD • JOYCE HUGHES, MD • HOLLIS CLARK. MD • DANIEL BUTLER.
MARSHA ADAMS, PA-C, MINDY THOMPSON, PA-C • KIM

MD
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Racers
ink 6-2
guard
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers relied
on their connections to Atlanta
Ga.) Metropolitan Junior College
to land their fourth and final signee
for the 2001 recruiting class.
Antonio Henderson, a 6-2 guard
from Lincolnton. Ga., has signed
amd mailed his letter of intent to
MSC. according to Atlanta Metro
head coach Robert Pritchett.
"It's my understanding that he
sent his papers into Murray State
o‘er the weekend, Pritchett said.
Henderson. Atlanta Metro's alltune leading scorer, becomes the
second player the Racers' have
plucked from the Georgia school
this spring, Rashard Harris. a 6I guard. is the other.
According to Pritchett. Henderson averaged 25.9 points per
game. was a 90.2 percent free throw
shooter and led the team in
rebounding during his sophomore
season.
1-le's a different breed," Pritchett said of Henderson. who played
two seasons for -Atlanta Metro
before sitting out this past season
to work on his academics.
"He's a special player. But.
even more than that, he's a wellrespected person ... He's a real
hard worker and a phenomenal
human being. Murray is very
blessed to get him."
Henderson — heavily recruited by schools such as Miami
(Fla.), Colorado, Georgia and Tennessee — joins Harris, James Singleton and Mark Borders, giving
the Racers the maximum 13 scholarship players allowed under
NCAA rules.
"With those two kids (Henderson and Harris). you're looking
at possibly the hest backcourt in
America.- said Pritchett.

Tigers Lakers running hot
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
While Mu,rray High swept the
boys' and girls' titles at its own
MHS Invitational Tuesday at Stewart Stadium, the Calloway County track and field teams made it
a local affair with a pair of thirdplace finishes.
In the boys' meet, the host
Tigers scored 179 points to Graves
County's 114 total and Calloway's
102 tally. Reidland Was fourth
with 67 points, followed by Mayfield at 48 and Fulton County at
two.

side, Murray
On the gkl
closed with 171 points while
Graves finished with 115 and the
Lady Lakers collected 82. Fulton
County was fourth with 60 points,
followed by Mayfield with niiTeand Reidland with six.
The boys' competition was littered with multiple-event winners,
as MHS' Bobby Smith claimed
three victories and Murray's Tom
Masthay and CCHS' Sean Cov- i
. r,
llt
-----P
ington both won twice.
Smith took first place in the
triple jump with a leap of 44
feet, 7 inches before sweeping
the 100-meter and 200-meter dashes in 11.5 and 22.73 seconds,
respectively.
Masthay cleared 21 feet to win
the long jump and captured the
300-meter hurdles in 40.16 seconds to best teammate Marteze
Hammonds (42.57). who nipped
SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo
Masthay at the wire of the 110 ALL CLEAR?...Calloway County's Lyndsi Keel attempts to clear the bar during the girls'
hurdles by 0.0.1 seconds with a high jump competition in Tuesday's MHS Invitational, held at Murray State's Roy Stewtime of 14.49.
art Stadium.
While Hammonds added a second-place effort in the high jump in 53.74 seconds. Kobraei was the 400 meters (44.55) and the Starks in the discus (88-4) and
1,600 meters (3:47.58), while the Ben Williams in the • 3200,
with a mark of 5-8, Covington also third in the 200 at 24.50.
Murray's Richard Fogle seized Lakers were second in the 3.200 (11:43.19).
led the Lakers with victories in
Murray's Kevin Cunningham
the 1,600-meter run (4 minutes, second in both the shot put (42- relay (9:34.43) and the 1,600 relay
second in the 400 in 55.12
took
800
the
in
third
and
(3:48.50)
as
57 seconds) and in the 3,200 10.5) and discus (102-11)
while Adam French was
seconds
(1:43.66).
relay
second
was
Smith
Casey
CCHS'
(10:49.39).
meters
Calloway also received a sec- third in the triple jump with a
Hugo Hernandez threw the dis- in the long jump (18-9) and third
ond-place performance from Darek leap of 34-0 and Steve Coe was
cus 107-2 to give the Tigers in the 300 hurdles (45.131.
Casper in the,800 meters (2:21.55) third in the 1,600 at 5:25,
captured
teams
relay
Tiger
The
Calloway's
while
another 10 points
Meanwhile, the girls' meet was
Henry Kobraei won the 400 meters first in the 800 meters (1:36.07), and third-place finishes from Kyle

Tigers use early runs
to rout St. Mary 16-6

CCHS
blanks
Reidland
Staff Report .
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County's girls' and
boys tennis squads swept Reidland in a pair of games Tuesday
afternoon in Murray.
The Lady Lakers blasted .Reidland by a 9-0 count while the
Lakers shut out .the Greyhounds
by an
score.
Kelly Taylor led the girls' victory. smashing Nicole Peterson 80 in singles. Julia Franklin downed
Rachel Gutfreund 8-1, Haley Lynn
blanked Megan Sample '8-3, AnneMarie Dunlap stopped Jill HolIowa), 8-3. Brittany Bogard defeated Rebecca Peeler 8-0 and Leslie
1..!.nn routed Jackie Elkins 8-0.
In doubles action, the team a
Taylor-Franklin topped GutfreundSample 8-0, H. Lynn-Dunlap dominated Elkins-Dodson 8-0 and Bogard-L. Lynn hammered Katie
Pierce-Bethany Terry 8-0:
Calloway won all six boys' singles matches. Craig Jacobs won
over David Kosmider 8-1, Dereck
Dillon beat Jason Agee. 8-3, Joey
McDaniel blanked Aaron Sevems
8-0, Matt Leet got past Ryan Long
8-3, Austin Webb downed Kosmider 8-1 and Jacob Abbott claimed
an 8-4 decision over Agee.
The Lakers won a pair of doubles matches with Leet-McDaniel
topping Kosmider-Agee 8-0 and
Abbott-Webb holding off SevemsI .ong 8-4.

dominated by Murray's relay
teams, which collected wins in
the 3,200 (12:45.94), the 800
(1:56,53) and the 1,600 (4:37.40)
and placed second in the 400
(55.16).
MHS'Ashley Tripp and CCHS'
Ashley Iglesias continued their
year-long battle in the 200 meters,
with Tripp (27.68) winning Tuesday's race and Iglesias (28.21)
crossing the line second.
Iglesias was the long jump
victor at 15-0 and took second
in the 100 at 13.64. The Lady
Lakers also benefited from Lyndsi Keel's winning high jump of
4-4 and Felicia Prescott's secondplace 400 time of 1:05.97.
Chelsee Thompson paced the
Lady Tigers with a win in the
triple jump (29-1.5) and a thirdplace finish in the long jump (130).
Murray's Kayla Olive and
Shard'e Troupe added a pair of
runner-up efforts, with Olive
throwing the shot 30-6.5 and .the
discus 71-8 while Troupe clocked
in at 17.95 in the 100 hurdles
and 52.78 in the 300 hurdles.
Paige Adlich gave MHS a victory in the 800 with a time of
2:47.29 while teammates Megan
Pember .(6:43) and Amy Futrell
finished 1-2 in the 1,600.
Adlich was followed . in the
800 by Murray's Lauren Clemson (3:08) and Calloway's Clista
`•Scarborough (3:16.09), and the
Lady Lakers' 1,600 relay squad
came in second to Murray at
5:06.90.
Adding third-place performances for the Lady Tigers were
Annie Hutson in the triple jump
(26-5), Erika Trenholm in the
high jump(4-2)and Mandy Brown
in the 400 (1:06.28).
Murray and Calloway will
return to the Stewart Stadium
track for the Jackson Purchase
Invitational Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.'

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH,Ky. — Murray High
got all of the runs it would need
in the first inning, scoring five
times to jump-start a 16-6 fiveinning rout of St. Mary in prep
baseball action Tuesday.
Ed Baust, who went 3-for-4
with six RBIs, provided the big
blow in the top of the first, blasting a grand slam to put the Tigers
ahead by a 5-0 count. A sacrifice
fly off the bat of Mario, Lawrence
scored the other run.
MEIS (17-2) struck again in the
third inning, scoring six times —
aided, at one point, by six con-

secutive hits. Baust again deliv- through the lineup," said MHS
ered the big hit, smacking a two- head coach Cary Miller. "I felt
run double as the Tigers extend- like we performed well both offened to an I1-1 advantage. •
sively and defensively. St. Mary (5-8) answered with
Freshman starter Blake Hoover
three runs in the bottom of the (2-0) picked up the pitching win,
third and two more in the fourth, allowing six .runs on nine hits
but it was not enough to over- while striking out one over four
come Murray's big lead.
innings. Josh Garland pitched the
The Tigers finished off the rout
fifth in relief.
by. scoring three times in the top
Murray is scheduled to host
of the fourth and twice more in
County today at 4:30 p.m.,
Hickman
the fifth.
Austin Swain, Dylan Volp and beginning a five-game homestand
Matt Kelleher followed Baust in that will include games against
the Tigers' assault with two hits Christian County, Livingston Central, crosstown rival Calloway
apiece.
"We hit the ball all the way County and Graves County.

Lakers 'walk' past Fulton Co. 10-0

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

BACK AT YOU.. Jacob Abbott returns a volley to his opponents during a boys doubles match Tuesday afternoon.
Abbott and his partner. Austin Webb. defeated Reidland's
team of Aaron Severns and Ryan Long.

PAW'RI TS 0

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HICKMAN, Ky. - With just a passing glance
at the boxscore, it would appear that the Calloway
County Lakers' offensive .woes are over following
Tuesday's 10-0 triumph over Fulton County.
However, a closer look reveals that the Lakers
are not are not out of their hitting slump just yet.
But they did bounce back from a difficult loss to
rival Marshall County by knocking out the Pilots
early, thanks to five walks and six hit batsmen.
"We didn't really manufacture all that many runs,"
said CCHS head coach Steve Smith.
"We did hit the ball fairly well when we got the
chance, but we didn't get a chance to hit it very
much."
Calloway (10-5-1) got all the runs it would need
in the opening inning, scoring six runs in the first.
Mark Chamberlain started a two-out rally with a

IHEII,I3ALIFE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR"

Your Pet Supply Headquarters

JERRY W. AND MICHELLE JONES
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ground-rule double. Walks and hit batsmen plated
the runs.
Charles Scott extended the Lakers' lead in the
second, blasting a leadoff home run. Tony Ryan sand
Brian Asher also had run-scoring singles in the
inning as CCHS closed out the scoring with four
more runs.
The pitching duties were split between four arms.
Chamberlain, Dean Futrell, Rodney Emerson and
Tyler Boggess all saw mound time for Calloway,
with Futrell (3-1) picking up the victory in two
innings of work.
"We wanted to get our pitchers some work,"
noted Smith, who is preparing his team for a Thursday battle at Carlisle County and a for the two-day
Daviess County Invitational May 4-5. "We didn't
want to use up anybody because we want everybody fresh for that tournament, so we split things
up a bit."

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
$35.00

We service what we sell!

1350 minute5

Available on new ono year SOrtle• •91.11111,10111 SUbOlICI to credit check and approval Foe will
bp charged for early /*rumination of contract Ottwor restrictions may apply Expires 5/31/01
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Lady Tigers trounce
Carlisle County. 25-3
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BARDWELL, Ky. — The Murray High softball
team collected its second consecutive victory in rousing fashion Tuesday, defeating Carlisle County. 253 in five innings.
The Lady Tigers (4-5) used 13
hits, 16 walks and four hit batters
to full effect in enacting the 10-run
mercy rule as eighth-grade pitcher
Kacie Carpenter tossed a three-hitter.
Carpenter (4-5) went the distance,
striking out eight and receiving mistake-free defense
to atone for six walks issued to the Lady Comets.
The home team committed just one error in the
field.
"We hit the ball well and played good defense,"
said MHS head coach David Carr. "(Carlisle) really aided us with the walks, but we had more extrabase hits (Tuesday) than in any other game so far,
so I was very pleased with the win."

Sanders!;
Ventura,
Kent star

Shama Marmot! paced Murray 's offensi,.e onslaught
by going 4-for-5 with two doubles and five RBIs.
Katie Wagoner was 2-for-2 at the plate with a
double and four RBIs, while Lacey
Latimer was 2-for-3 with a triple
and two RBIs and Julie Gibbs was
2-for-3 with three RBIs.
The Lady Tigers opened the contest with five runs in the first inning
and, after allowing a single tally in
the bottom half of the frame, tacked
on three more in the second and a
pair of scores in the third.
Carlisle closed the gap to 10-2
after three, but MHS plated five runs in the fourth.
With a 15-3 advantage through four. Murray placed
a 10-spot in the fifth to put the game out of reach.
The Lady Tigers will return to the diamond Thursday when they visit Trigg County at 4:30 p.m. in
Cadiz.
• Today's prep softball game between Calloway
County and Hickman County, scheduled for 4:30
p.m. at CCHS' Laker Field, has been canceled.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
e of Murray

By The Associated Press
Deion Sanders had a big night
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
in his return. Robin Ventura and
"Your more than one company agency"
Jeff Kent had even more impresDavid King
753-8355
901 Sycamore
sive performances at the plate.
PLAYOFF PUSH...Utah's Donyell Marshall (left) and Dallas' Dirk Nowitski collide during DalVentura hit his 15th career grand
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
las' 107-77 home victory Tuesday. The Mavericks evened the teams' NBA Western Con- slam — the most among active
NATIONAL
LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursday
at
Utah.
Game
5
forcing
a
deciding
series
at
2-2,
ference first-round playoff
players — as the New York Mets
East Division
East Division
beat Houston 7-5 Tuesday.
W
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
17
Philadelphia
15
10 600
Boston
9 .654
—
Jay Powell intentionally walked
15 444
4
12
Toronto
—
17
9 .654
Mike Piazza to pitch to Ventura, Atlanta
11
14 440
4
New York
15
12 .556 2 1/2
Ronda
who worked the count to 3-2
11
Baltimore
13
Montreal
15 423 4 1,(2
14 .481 4 1/2
11
15 423 4 1.2
Tampa Bay
New York
8
19 .296 9 1/2
Dirk Nowitzki scored 16 of his before connecting on his eighth
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Doc shooting team and that's how we
Central Division
Central Division
pitch. Ventura is 49-for-139 (.353)
Rivers wasn't thrilled when Orlan- like to play," Bucks coach George 33 points in the third quarter, and
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
W
with
the
bases
loaded.
had.
27
points
as
Dalon
Steve
Nash
do led by 16 points early in the Karl said. "It's been a lesson
18
10 600 —
Minnesota
7 .720
—
Chicago
15
In Pittsburgh, Kent drove in
—
15
Cincinnati
10 .600
Cleveland
9 .625 2 1/2
15
second quarter against Milwaukee. my part, learning to accept some las forced a decisive fifth game
10
14
11 .560
Kansas City
16 385 8 1/2
Milwaukee
seven RBIs on a three-run homer
The Magic coach knew the fast of the crazy shots we take, but against Utah.
12
Detroit
15 375 8 1/2
Houston
13 480
3
9
and
Francistwo
doubles
as
San
The series finale will be Thurspace spelled trouble for his team, that's what we do well."
12
16 333 9 12
St. Louis
13 480
3
Chicago
8
Pittsburgh
The Bucks took the lead' for day night in .Salt Lake City. The co beat the Pirates 11-6.
9
15 375 5 1/2
and he was right.
West Division
West Division
Kent hit a drive into the leftRay Allen scored 26 points and good in the third quarter behind winner takes on San Antonio in
W
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
center
field
seats
during
a
fourSam Cassell 25 as the Bucks ral- Cassell's two 3-pointers, which the second round Saturday.
11 .57-7
15
Seattle
20
6 769
Los Angeles
While Michael Finley had 20' run third inning against Ramon
lied to defeat Orlando 112-104 started and ended a 10-2 run to
14
12 .538
Anaheim
11
9
Arizona
15 423
Martinez (0-2). He added a three9
11
13
12 .520 1 1/2
15 423
Colorado
Texas
Tuesday night and win the first- open the second half, giving Mil- points and 13 rebounds. Nash and
Oakland
12 .520 1 1/2
8
18 308 12
San Francisco
13
Nowitzki combined for 22 of Dal- run double an inning later and an
waukee a 67-63 advantage.
round playoff series 3-1.
15 423
4
11
San Diego
RBI
seventh.
double
in
the
points
in
the
second"
quarlater
had
six
straight
-las
28
Cassell
Orlando broke out to its largest
Tuesday's Games
Tuesday's Games
At Cincinnati, Sanders singled
Baltimore 3, Tampa Bay 1
Arizona 8, Montreal 3
lead of the series on Michael points, beating Darrell Armstrong, ter as the Mays turned a 10-point
N.Y. Yankees 4, Minnesota 0
Philadelphia 7, Colorado 1
Doleac's dunk off a steal and as the Bucks went ahead 82-75 deficit into a 45-42 halftime lead. and hit a three-run homer on the
San Francisco 11. Pittsburgh 6
Cleveland, 13. Kansas City 2
first
two
pitches
he
saw,
going
came
the
Mavericks'
best
rallied
to
take
a
Then
coast-to-coast breakaway, putting after the Magic
Cincinnati 7, Los Angeles 6
• Detroit 6. Texas 3, 10 innings
the Magic ahead 40-24 with 10:46 two-point lead. Cassell had 14 quarter of the season. With the 3-for-3 in his first major-league
Boston 2, Seattle 0
Milwaukee 5, Atlanta 3
Anaheim 6, Chicago White Sox 4
Florida 4, St. Louis 3
trio scoring from inside and out, game 'since Sept. 4, 1997 as the
points in the third quarter.
before halftime.
Toronto 5, Oakland 4. 10 innings
N.Y. Mets 7, Houston 5
Cincinnati
Reds
beat
the
Los
Angewith
the
game
turned
into
a
rout.
A
Milwaukee ended the period
"I really thought if we kept
San Diego 10. Chicago Cubs 3
les Dodgers 7-6.
playing at that pace, it was going a 7-0 run for a 97-87 advantage, 24-6 run that carried into the fourth
to come back and haunt us," said and Orlando never got closer than quarter ended any doubt.
Karl Malone led the Jazz with
Rivers, who was in his first play- seven points in the fourth quarter.
Mavericks 107, Jazz 77
25 points.
off series as a coach. "When you
play at that pace against a team
like the Bucks, you are saying
that we are going to try to outgun you — and you cannot outgun them."
The Bucks, who hadn't won an
BMX track's 2001 season to begin Saturday
NB A__playoff _series since _ 1989.
The Murray-Calloway County BMX Track will open Saturday fforri-10 a.m.
advanced to face Charlotte in the
to 2 p.m. before NBL members begin racing at 2 p.m. The track will be reEastern Conference semifinals. The
opened after NBL racing concludes until 5:30 p.m.
Hornets swept favored Miami in
Full-face helmets, long sleeves and long pants are required for all riders.
the first round.
Open practices will be held on Thursdays from 4:30-6;30 p.m., weather permitting. All riders must sign a waiver before entering the track, and riders
In the only other playoff game
under 18 must also have. a parent's. written permission. •
Tuesday night, Dallas defeated Utah
For more information, call Donna Miller at 762-4273.
107-77 to even that best-of-five
series 2-2.
MSU's Purcell schedules Power Tennis Camps
Today. it's Philadelphia at IndiMurray State Men's tennis coach and former professional tennis player Mel
Purcell will host the Power Tennis Camps June 25-July 8 at MSU's Bennie
ana, Sacramento at Phoenix and
Purcell Tennis Courts.
New York at Toronto. The visitPurcell, who recently coached the Racers to their first Ohio Valley Coning team has a 2-1 lead in all
ference championship since 1989, was the 1980 ATP Rookie of the Year. and
IICCuf those series.
earned professional victories over Boris Becker, Ivan Lendl and Yannick. Noah.
, At Orlando, the Magic were
Purcell and his staff will lead the daily program, which consists of exercises, drills, lectures, demonstrations, films and individual and group instrucled by 25 poitas., from Tracy
tion. There will be a minimum of five .hours of daily play and practice. durMcGrady, who averaged. 33.8 in
ing which .each student will be challenged to progress at his or her own pace
NBA
playthe series and set an
and instructors will be on hand to correct stroke flaws and help develop strat1. What traits do you look for in a real
4. Would you consider talking to
off record for a four-game series
egy.
estate agent?
with 123 field-goal attempts. RookCampbell Realty about buying or sellCamp registration for the June 25-July 1 session, the July 2-8 session or
the June 25-July 8 two-week camp is open to residential and commuting parie Mike Miller broke out of his
ing real eslate?
ticipants between ages 10-18. Housing for the camp will "be in the MSU- resshooting slump with 22 points.
idential colleges, and evening activities will be planned for residential campers.
Milwaukee scored 75 points in
Registrations are currently being taken, but camp space is limited. For a
the second and third quarters behind
camp brochure or to register, or for more information, call 762-3662 or 156.1-percent shooting.
800-669-7654.
"We are not a fast, athletic.
Registration open for All-Stars hoops camp
speed team, but we are a fast-

Bucks stop Magic 112-104

ADDRESSING THE NEEDS
OF THE REAL ESTATE
COMMUNITY

SPORTS BRIEFS

"To understand any market place you mustfirst know
what the wants & needs of the community are."

Please take a moment to fill out this survey and mail to
Campbell Realty at:
1300 Johnson,Blvd., Murray, KY 42071.

SCHEDULE

Registration is now open for the Prep All-Stars Summer Basketball Camp,
an exposure camp for boys ages 11-19, College coaches will be invited to
attend.
For more information or a brochure, call 704-232-6034

2. How can a Real Estate Agent earn
your business?

TODAY
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Paducah Tilghman vs. Murray
MHS Courts - 3:30 p.m.
• Graves Co. vs. Calloway Co.
MSU Courts- 4 p.m.
.HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Hickman County vs. Murray
Ty Holland Field - 5 p.m.
COLLEGE BASEBALL
• Murray State vs. Belmont
Nashville. Tenn - 6 p.m.
THURSDAY
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Murray vs. Ballard Memorial
La Center, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Calloway County vs. Reidland
Reidland, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
• Murray vs. Trigg County
Cadiz, Ky. - 4:30 p.m. HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Calloway Co. vs. Carlisle Co.
Bardwell, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.

5. Would you enjoy receiving
information.on what properties are selling for?
'YES or NO

Savane
Haggar
$2999
$3400

3. Would you enjoy receiving a monthly news letter?

6. Would you attend a educational real
estate seminar?

YES or NO

YES or NO

Campbell Realty

Withide Fyee, No
Fade Coi-i-oh Paolfs

Part of the community,
zvorkingfor the community!
.14

Corn-Min
Downtown Murray

759-8780
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FBI director to retire
for vice president and later attorney
general. Keating was passed over
for both jobs.
Keating is popular among conservatives, but questions about his
acceptance of $250,000 for his family from a New York financier had.
seemed to cloud his chances for an
administration job.
Keating said he doesn't expect to
be offered the job but would consider it if he was.
"Anytime the phone rings, I'll
pick it up," Keating said.
Former Montana Gov. Marc
Racicot, a close friend of Bush's
and a leading GOP spokesman during last year's Florida ballot recount, also was considered a candidate. Racicot had been a contender
Freeh met with President Bush. for attorney general but took his
late Monday afternoon to tell him mute out of the running, citing famthe news. Though Freeh previously ily responsibilities. Racicot could
had indicated that he might leave not be reached for comment Tuesbefore his 10-year term ended, Bush day.
said, "It did catch me by surprise,
Former New York City police
and I'm disappointed."
commissioner Ray Kelly's name
The president said he thought also surfaced. Kelly, a Democrat,
Free had done a very good job and had been offered the job by Presithat he had hoped the 51-year-old - dent Clinton in 1993, turned it down
director would stay on. But Freeh and was later named U.S. Customs
said he was ready.- for "new chal- Service Commissioner. Kelly, head
lenges" and also wanted to spend of global security at Bear Stearns in
time this summer with his family. New York, declined to comment.
Otherwise, he announced no future
Texan Oliver "Buck" Revell, a
plans.
former FBI associate deputy direcWhite House officials said Bush tor, was also thought to be a potenwasn•t close to naming a successor. tial contender, but he said he wasn't
A number of names surfaced imme- interested. "It's time for the new
diately. including Oklahoma Gov. generation," said Revell, 62.
Revell said there were a number
Frank Keating. a former -FBI agent
and Justice Department official who ,of current and former FBI and Jushad been mentioned as a Bush pick tice Department officials that he

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House is searching for a new
FBI director following' Louis
Freeh's decision to retire next
month. His successor will inherit a
bureau recently beset by allegations
that one of its own spied for Moscow and under scrutiny for its own
security practices.
During Freeh's eight years on
the job he bolstered the bureau's
ranks and enhanced its influence
worldwide. But he also was bedeviled by a string of controversies, including the recent arrest of Robert
Hanssen, a senior FM counterintelligence agent alleged to have passed
U.S. secrets to Moscow for 15
years.

1-4:M INGs
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
753-3079

COMMUNITY
GREETING SERVICE
FORA
SPECIAL WELCOME
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years! -

would suggest if the White House
contacts him, including Tom
Pickard, the deputy FBI director;
Bob Mueller, acting deputy attorney
general; and Bob Ricks, Oklahoma
commissioner of public safety.
Freeh's term would have ended
in 2003.. He was praised as a strong
leader who stressed core values and
strengthened the FBI's high-tech
and international crime-fighting capabilities.
"He has done a great deal to help
bring us into the 2 I st century,
where there's not the Bonnie and
Clyde kind of crimes, it's the person
at the computer terminal committing crimes," said Sen. Patrick
Leahy of Vermont, the ranking
Democrat on the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
Appointed by Clinton, Freeh has
been director of the bureau since
1993. He had started out as an agent
in 1975. Sometimes as odds with
the administration that hired him,
Freeh won the r pect of congressional Republicans.
• ed by
But his tenure
ts with
confli
frs
controversy,
eral Janet 'eno
then-Attorney
mance inve igaover a campa
ruary arrest of anstion to t
sen.
The Justice Department inspector general and an expert panel led
by former FBI and CIA director
William Webster are looking into
FBI security procedures. In the
meantime, Freeh stepped up the use
of polygraphs for employees.
Freeh also was embarrassed by
the case of Wen Ho Lee, a former
scientist at the Los Alamos nuclear
weapons lab in New Mexico. Lee
was indicted on 59 criminal counts
that he mishandled weapons secrets
and spent nine months in solitary
confinement in a New Mexico jail.
However,- 11" but one count was
eventually dropped.
But during his term Freeh hired
several thousand new special agents
and technical staffers, forged better
cooperation with other law enforcement and national security agencies,
expanded the FBI's cyber crimefighting and promoted the FBI's influence around the globe.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
called Freeh "a model law enforcement officer."
"His commitment to excellence
has enriched the FBI's heritage of
thorough professionalism," Ashcroft said in a statement.
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North releases 2nd 'Doodles'
The second edition of "Doodles," North Calloway's literary
magazine, was presented to the students and parents in a "Celebration
of Writing" night held recently at
the school. Title 1 teachers, Sherri
Gibson and Sarah Oliver. worked
with the students on writing skills
all year and then allowed the students to choose their best works for
publication in the magazine that is
also illustrated by the students.
The highlight of the evening included a rap performance that was
written and performed by the
fotrth7and-fifth-grade students and
an author's reception, where students were given their personal copies of "Doodles" and the young
authors signed their selections. Students enjoyed the evening according to Seth Fortenberry who plans
to be a children's author. His fellow
classmate, Kyle Neukam feels that
'boodles" is educational and helps
you learn about writing." Second
grader, Marci Crouch, says that
having her work published in a literary magazine "encourages me to
write more."
Students choose their writing
subjects and styles. The magazine is
filled with 100 pages of students'
poetry, short stories and artwork.
Many students like Jay Green chose
to write about animals. Jay "used to
have a cat- and thus chose to write

THIS IS MY STORY...North Calloway student Carrie Crouse
shows her story to her mother, Laura Crouse, and friends Katie Bazzell and Carey Boggess during the "DOODLES" author
signing reception held in the North Cafeteria.

Crooners join firefighting war
ASHINGTON (AP) — The
Oak Ridge Boys have something
new on radio stations around the
-country— an- appeaI for wildland
firefighters.
Thousands of people are needed
for firefighting and fuel maintenance jobs in the country music
strongholds of the West and Southeast. The country group was recruited for public service announcements that are being sent to 5,000
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positions have been filled, the Interior Department said.
The five ads, including one recorded in Spanish, are being pitched
to run on country music, Native
American and Hispanic radio stations.
The country crooners from
Knoxville, Tenn., read rather than
sing on the announcements. Norton,
a former Colorado attorney general,
does not attempt to carry a tune.

radio stations in anticipation of a
tough fire season in those regions.
"It's imperative-that we not only
have the equipine t ready but also
enough • welkira d men and
women ready to meet this awesome
challenge head-on." Interior Secretary Gale Norton said.
An estimated 8,300 firefighters
and other workers are needed for
this. year's fire season but so far
only 4,300 of those full-time paid

DISCOUNT S19500

Complete Service Center
Serving All Makes a Models
Air Conditioning Specialist*
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won the contest to design the cover.
Honorable mentions include: Reede
Elliot, Danielle Pritchett, Victoria
Jackson, Kayla Todd, Brittnee Deitz, Karra Jones, Jonathan Pritchett,
Joey Harrison and Allison Jones.

a story about cats; but the subjects
are as varied as the students who
contributed to the publication.
The cover of "Doodles" was designed by Etica Hagan, the daughter
of Patrick and Gina O'Neale. Erica
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RAPPING AND WRITING...North Calloway Title 1 teacher Sherri Gibson joins her students during "A Celebration of Writing" held at the school. Fourth- and fifth-graders wrote and performed
the rap to launch the second edition of North's literary magazine,"DOODLES."
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Surgeon Gen. attacks sude
WASHINGTON (AP) — Broadcasters should run public service
ads. Doctors and lawyers need to
learn to spot warning signs in their
patients and clients. And religious
groups can help remove the stigma
of talking about suicide, the government said Wednesday in its first na- tional prevention guide.
The Surgeon General's report
also calls for a uniform way for hospitals, police and coroners across
the nation Co identify and report suicides. The goals are all part of developing better strategies to address
a problem that claims 30,000 lives a
year, officials say.
"Suicide exacts an enormous toll
from the American people," said
Surgeon General David Satcher,
who has focused attention on mental health issues.
The plan, promised in 1998 after
a national suicide prevention conference, was debated by experts
who compiled some 80 recommendations. Pared down to 68, the goals
are set for 2005 and would be voluntary on the part of states, local
agencies and anyone else who
wanted to follow them, officials
said.
"We're using the science to provide a foundation for policy-makers," said Satcher's spokesman Damon Thompson. The report was
compiled with help from doctors,
nurses, counselors and other health
experts.

The report points out the success
of existing suicide-prevention programs. The Air Force reduced suicides by 60 percent in five years,
the report said.
Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-Minn., is
seeking $75 million for a program
aimed at preventing suicide among
children. WellstOne and Senate
Budget Committee Chairman Pete
Domenici, R-N.M., are trying to expand laws that help people get better mental health coverage from
their insurance plans.
A key report recommendation
urges the creation of a national violent death reporting system that includes suicide; only 17 states require hospitals to use a special code
for suicide and attempts, officials
said. Often local coroners, doctors
and health officials rule suicides as
something else to spare a family
embarrassment and pain, they said.
The report also asks the help of
churches and community centers in
spreading the word that suicidal
thoughts and actions are signs of illness and nothing to be ashamed of.
"America is not yet fully facing
the mental health needs of its citizens," said Michael M. Faenza,
president of the National Mental
Health Association. "In the majority
of cases, suicide is the most tragic
result from common and treatable
mental illness."
Federal figures show that suicide
is the eighth leading cause of death,

killing 30,000 people each year. A
third as many people die in homicides. A half million more Americans attempt suicide each year but
survive.
The mental health group says 4
percent of American adults, or 8.4
million people, have possibly contemplated suicide.
Older Americans are among the
groups most likely to commit sui
cide. The risk is also growing for
black teen-agers, American Indians
and gay and lesbian youth.
The surgeon general's report focuses on suicide causes and aggressive intervention for people at risk
of attempting it. Factors that lead to
suicide are complex: Schizophrenia,
alcohol abuse, job loss or loneliness. Among the report's recommendations are:
• Adding more suicide-prevention programs in schools, college,
jails, and in the workplace.
• Increasing the number of states
that require health insurance plans
to cover mental health and substance abuse on the level that physical illnesses are covered.
• Encouraging doctors and
nurses to ask at-risk patients about
the presence of firearms, drugs and
other lethal weapons in their homes.
• Using public service announcements like those on car seats, smoking, and the dangers of drinking
while pregnant.

leachers: Defend defenseless
QUESTION: As an elementary school teacher, I am bothered by what I see my students
doing to each other every day.
They can be brutal - especially
to the child who is a little different. I'm not sure what my
role should be. I feel I should
step in to defend the underdog,
hut other teachers say kids should
learn to work out their own
problems. What do you think?
DR. DOBSON: As a former
teacher, I am very familiar with
the cruelty of which you speak.
Every classroom has a few boys
and girls at the bottom of the
social hierarchy who are subjected to frequent ridicule.
Their ranks include those who
are physically unattractive, intellectually challenged, uncoordinated, boys who are very small or
effeminate, girls who are taller
than all the boys, the foreig'n child,:
the stutterer. etc. Anyone who is
different is an easy mark for the
wolf pack.
What is most disturbing is that
_ adults often feel no obligation to
come to the aid-of these viilberable children.
I've heard the argument that
says, "Kids will be kids - adults
should stay out of the conflict and
let the children settle it themselves.- I disagree emphatically. It
is almost criminal for an adult to
stand by passively while a defenseless boy or girl is shredded .by
peers. The damage inflicted in
those moments can reverberate for
a lifetime.
Some years ago a woman told
me about her experience as a room
mother for her daughter's fourthgrade class. She visited the classroom on Valentine's Day to assist
the teacher with the traditional
party on that holiday.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY

DR. JAMES DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist
distressing, but rejection by the ence between the sexes at the time
opposite sex is like taking a hatch- of disclosure. Both husbands and
et to the self-concept. What could . wives suffer incalculable anguish
this devastated child say in reply? when a mate is unfaithful. Men
How, does an overweight fourth- do seem to have a cultural advangrade girl defend herself against tage after the crisis is over, however.
nine aggressive boys?
Their work is often a better diverWhat response could she make
and their economic consesion
and
mortification
in
but to blush
slide foolishly into her chair? This quences are less sever. They also
child will never forget that moment find it easier to find someone new,
(or the teacher who abandoned her as a rule. But no one wins in
illicit affairs of the heart.
in this time of need).
**
**
I say again to teachers: Defend
**
your
in
the most defenseless child
Dr Dobson is president of the
classroom. We can do no less
**
nonprofit organization Focus on
**
the Familv, PO. Box 444, ColQUESTION: Is it harder for orado Springs, CO 80903; or
a man or a woman to recover www.filmily.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
from an affair by a spouse?
Tridale
DR. DOBSON: I have not Answers." Mthttshed
observed any appreciable differ- House.

This- mother said the teacher
then announced that the class was
going to play a game that required
the formation of boy-girl teams.
That-was her first mistake, since
fourth-graders have not yet experienced the happy hormones that
draw the sexes together.
The moment the teacher instructed the students to select a partner. all the boys immediately
laughed and pointed at the homeliest and least respected girl in
the room. She was overweight,
had protruding teeth, and was too
withdrawn even to look anyone
in the eye.
"Don't put us with Nancy," they
all said in mock terror. "Anybody
but Nancy! She'll give us a disease! Ugh! Spare us from Nasty
Nancy."
The mother waited for the
teacher (a strong disciplinarian) to
rush to the aid of the beleaguered
little girl. But nothing was said
to the insulting boys.'Instead, the
teacher left Nancy to cope with
that painful situation in solitude.
Ridicule by one's own sex is

Famous offer unpaid wisdom
By The Associated Press
In a few weeks, writer Ray Bradbury jets east from his Los Angeles
home to a college commencement
in Maryland. On similar missions,
Janet Reno leaves sunny Miami for
sunny California, and television's
"Judge Hatchett" dons an academic
robe at a-tiny college in Texas.
As the month of May blooms
with college graduations, the annual
rite summons acts of charity from
wise and well-known Americans.
Commencement speakers usually
get no pay for their role, or give any
honorariums to charity. Some, but
not all, take home an honorary degree.'
Since money is hardly a factor,
schools often land celebrity speakers by chance, idiosyncrasy or —
very often — through "a friend of a
friend of a friend," said Carlton
Sedgeley, a speakers' booking agent
in New York.
Andy Rooney, the "60 Minutes"
commentator, gets about four commencement requests a year but he
accepts only one.
This year was easy, he said. In
his audience May 14 at the College
of Wooster will be his first grandchild, Justin Fishel. A professor at
the Ohio school learned who
Fishel's grandfather was and told
the college president.
Rooney enjoys speaking at
graduations.
don't think there's a writer

alive who doesn't hope he does
have an effect that's good on the
people who hear or read what he
writes," he said. And college audiences are sublime, Rooney said, being attentive and bright. They get
the jokes.
Janet Reno doesn't count her
commencement invitations. Aides
help sift them among other duties
for the former U.S. attorney general, now back in her home state of
Florida "speaking, writing a little
bit, teaching a little bit and practicing law a little bit." She spent one
recent week kayaking.
Reno looks for variety, or a personal tie to a school.
On May 9, she'll mount the amphitheater stage at the University of
California at Berkeley, to give the
keynote address at a convocation
ceremony honoring the school's
6,000 graduating seniors.
Berkeley is a great school with a
diverse student body, she said, explaining why she accepted the students' invitation to speak.
"It just struck me as an opportunity to talk with people that will be
shaping the nation," said Reno, who
also has a date to address George
Washington University's law school
graduates.
An old friendship is behind the
appearance of syndicated TV judge
Glenda Hatchett at Huston-Tillotson
-College, a historically black school
in Austin, Texas.

Saturday's graduation of 94 students marks the first commencement of the school's new president
and Hatchett's longtime friend,
Larry Earv in.
Hatchett, the first black chief
presiding justice of a Georgia sate
court, will also speak at Morehouse
School of Medicine in Atlanta, her
hometown, and at her mother's
alma mater, Claflin College in Orangeburg, S.C.
Her theme at all three will be
community service.
"My whole thing is very simple,"
she said. "Give back as you climb.
That is the message I really try to
impart to college students, regardless of what color they are."
Bradbury will address students at
Washington College in Chestertown, Md., where there's strong
emphasis on writing.
The prolific and internationally
popular author of "The Martian
Chronicles" and many other science
fiction works said he's delivered
just six commencement speeches in
the past 20 years.
"Whatever I've been offered,
accept," he quipped, adding, "I
wouldn't go to a college if I heard it
was bad."
And the subject of his Maryland
talk May 20?
"I ad-lib everything in my life,
and I have a wonderful time!" the
80-year-old Bradbury exclaimed.

Take a BOLD Step...
Primary Care is currently seeking volunteers to participate in a national medical research study. All participants
will receive study-related medications, laboratory tests,
medical cai=e; entrance into a smoking cessation program
(if you are a current smoker), and physical exam at no
charge to you or your insurance.

To qualify, you must:

Valentine's Day can be the most
painful day of the year for an
unpopular child. Every student
counts the number of valentines
he or she is given, which becomes
a direct Measure of social worth.
•

PETS AND PALS...Calloway Preschool teachers Penny French and Teresa Lee took their combined classes on a recent field trip to visit Pets and Pals Pumpkins.

Trimmers Starting at

$14995
Features Quad Power" engine, 2-line string
head, and a lightweight/balanced design.

Are you ready for a grass trimmer with
power, dependability and performance?

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

• Be 40,years 9f age or older.
• Be diagnosed with COPD
(Chronic Bronchitis or Emphysema).
• Be willing to enter a smoking cessation program
OR have quit smoking at least 12 months ago.
• Be free of other clinically significant lung diseases,
such as asthma.
• Not have been hospitalized and placed on a ventilator
due to respiratory failure within the last 12 months.
If you or someone you know might qualify for this study,
please contact this office for more information.

Primary Care Research
Primary Care Medical Center
300 S. 8th St., Suite 480 W
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-5732 or (800) 932-2122
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•'Kimberly Harrington of Murray
joined Pi Sigma Epsilon, the coeducational marketing. sales management and selljng„ fraternity, at the
Lniversity of Tennessee at Martin
recently.
Harrington. the daughter of
David and Patricia Harrivon, is a
freshman business management
major.
Pi Sigma Epsilon won the national fraternity's President's
Award during the fraternity's recent annual convention in Dallas.
Texas. The President's Award, the
second highest award a chapter can
receive, recognizes outstanding
growth and inikrovement in chapter
programming, recruitment and
communication, greater sophistication and professionalism, and creative use of chapter resources.
, The Delta Xi chapter of PI
Sigma Epsilon was formed at 1 1
Martin in 1459. The chapter's faculty adviser is Dr. Kevin Hammond. associate professor of marketing.
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Supermodel
Taylor hurt
after

wreck

[ i.ANTA tAPi
Supermodel
N iki Taylor remained in critical
condition with severe liver damage
early Wednesday, threedays after a
car she was riding in crashed into a
, utility pole.
Frankie Smith, assistant director
of patient care at Grady Memorial
Hospital. said Taylor's condition
was unchanged from late Tuesday.
The 26-.v ear-old Taylor, who
was wearing a seat belt, was not
thrown from the car and initially appeared to he unhurt, publicist Lou
'Fa,lor said.
"Everyone felt she was OK. and
then he had cere tonrdcl,
said the publicist, who is not related
to the model.
Lou Taylor said the model was
awake hut -heavily sedated on Tuesday. No surgery was planned.
Driver James Renegar. 27. told
police he lost control of the 1993
Nissan Maxima when he looked
down to answer his cell phone. Police said, they did not suspect drugs
or alcohol contributed to the accident.
Renegar and passenger Jsphn‘
Lack. 30. were treated and released
after the accident. Lou Taylor described them as old frientis of the
model.
Niki Taylor was in Atlanta to.,
visit friends for the weekend and
planned to return home to Fort Lauderdale. Ha., on Monday.
'Taylor is the mother of twin 6sear-old
She landed on the cover of Seventeen -magazine when she was
barely 14. and has appeared in ads
for Cover Girl cosmetics and Liz
_Claiborne fashions:' She has also
been a pictured in "Sports Illus.5s
trated" swimsuit issues.
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Murray trio --in 'Who's Who'

STUDENT OF THE WEEK...Murray Middle School student
Tim Masthay was recently selected as Student of the Week.
Pictured with Masthay are Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
representative Clayton Burgess and Murray Middle School
Principal Steve Kroehler.

Groups urge activity
for Over 50 crowd
WASHINGTON (AP) — A coalition of health and policy groups is
calling for broad efforts to encourage an active lifestyle among people
ages 50 and over.
"We need fresh ideas and community innovations to help make
physical activity a vital part of our
lives," Dr. J: Michael McGinnis of
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation said Monday.
The benefits of physical activity
are well known, he said, but if people don't have sidewalks to walk
on, positive reinforcement from
health care providers or time in
their busy days, they will not commit to an active lifestyle.
Regular physical activity can
help lower cholesterol levels, reduces the risk of heart disease, helps
maintain and improve balance, reduces the risk of dying prematurely,
developing diabetes, developing
high blood pressure and developing

colon cancer, the report said. In addition, it reduces feelings of depression and anxiety, helps control
weight, helps maintain healthy
bones and muscles and .promotes
psychological well-being.
Older Americans are among the
fastest growing portion of society.
"The aging of our country will
touch on all aspects of life. Employers will be faced with both early retirements of workers and veteran
workers who choose to remain in
the work force throughout their 60s,
70s and into their later years. Some
older workers will leave retirement
to re-enter the work force," the
study said.
The study said community services will need to "change to adapt to
the needs of older people with more
senior centers, more accessible public transportation and expanded programs to meet the diverse needs and
interests of a growing heterogeneous population."

The 2001 edition of "Who',
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges" will include 37 students from Murray
State University who have been selected as national outstanding campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees
and editors of the annual directory
have included the names of these
students based on their academic
achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for continued success.
These students join an elite
group of students from more than
2,300 institutions of higher learning
in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and several foreign nations.
Outstanding students have been
honored in the directory since it
was first published in 1934.
Students named from MSU who
are from the Murray area include
Nekesha Miller, Cheri Riedel and
Christina Stubblefield.
Miller is the daughter of Wilma
Evans and George Garland, both of
Murray. A marketing major, she
holds a 3.63 grade point average
out of a poisible 4.0,She plans to
pursue a career in marketing in the
areas of sales, marketing research
or global analysis.
A dean's list student at Murray
State, Miller is serving as a marketing department assistant at Dean
Foods in Murray, where she analyzes market trends by products,
generates sales reports from databases and implements market
changes geographically.
Miller is a member of the
Dean's Student Advisory Council,
the Management and Marketing
Club and the Society for Human
Resource Managers, where she is
program director and vice president.
She is also a member of Phi
Beta Lambda and the Richmond
College Honor Society.
During May 2000, Miller studied international marketing in Ireland through the Cooperative Center for Study. Abroad.
Riedel is the daughter of Diana
L. Riedel of Murray and the late
Richard P. Riedel. A political sci-

Cheri Riedel

Nekesha Miller
ence major, she has maintained a
3.88 grade point average out of 4.0.
A. dean's list student, Riedel
plans to attend law scgool. While at
MSU, Riedel worked in the collections area of the National Scouting
Museum.
Riedel was the recipient of a variety of scholarships to attend Murray State, including the university's
prestigious Carr and Waterfield
scholarships. Her honor society
memberships include Gamma Beta
Phi, serving as corresponding secretary; Omicron Delta Kappa; Pi
Sigma Alpha, serving as president;
Alpha Chi, serving as vice president; and the Regents College society.
She is also a member of Sigma
Alpha Iota; the MSU Student Law

Christina Stubblefield

Association, where she is secretary;
the Young Democrats; and the
Campus Lights Board of Producers,
serving as advertising coordinator,_
Riedel was also a member of the
Racer Band and a student ambassador.
She participated in the Study
Abroad program in Liindon, England.
Stubblefield is the daughter Of
Eddie and Carolyn Stubblefield of
Hazel. A. public relations major,
she holds a 3.72 grade point average out of 4.0.
A deans list student at Murray,
Stubblefield was the recipient of
the James C. Williams and the Joe
Rigsby scholarships. After graduation, she intends to pursue a career
in the entertainment industry.
She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. Gamma Sigma Al-

pha honor society, the Public Relations Student Society of America
and the Residential College Association.
$ Stubblefield also participated in
intramural sports. She served as
public relations chair for Alpha
Omicron Pi and as both president
and secretary of the Public Relations Student Society of America.
Stubblefiekl was a summer orientation counselor at Nan and the
Wellness Tram public relations
leader at Briggs and Stratton in
Murray. During the summer ot
2000, she was the assistant director
of Heart of Hopkinsville.
Murray State University has an
enrollment of 9,100 students and
has received top ranking from
"U.S. News & World Report's
America's Best Colleges" for 10
consecutive years.
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:ifeavenly 'Baskets

CRIME aa
SIOPPERS
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY 1"4C

SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
YOU DREAM IT, WE THEME IT.
615-A Southside Shopping Center

(270)753-9500

WE WILL GLADLY DELIVER

759-2333

The ad is sponsored by
Western KY Insurance Agency ol Murray

Your Bank,Your Way, Your AREA

is

-at

Main Office, 500 Main Street

North Banking Center, 1104 Chestnut Street

• Hazel Banking Center, 405 Main Street

EVENING BANKING
KROGER
Open till 7 pm (Monday thru Friday)

SATURDAY BANKING
KROGER
Open 9 am till 2 pm
NORTH BANKING CENTER
Drive Thru Open 8 am till Noon
Lobby Open 9 am till Noon
South Banking Center, 602 South 12th Street

More Convenient Hours

Kroger, 808 North 12th Street

Experience the AREAadvantage of more locations
and longer banking hours in the Murray area.

INTERNET BANKING

Only one bank in the Murray area offers the convenience of more locations and longer
banking hours - AREA Bank. At AREA Bank, we know what you need when it comes to
truly superior banking convenience, including the convenience of Internet and telephone
banking. We think it's important for you to be able to bank whenever you want,

• Curris Center
• MCC Hospital
• 12th & Chestnut, North
• 12th & Story, South
• Kroger

wherever you want. You really can have it all.

OUICKLINE

Visit us online at www.abcbank.com
Member FDIC Equal Housing lende,

at www.abcbank.com

MORE AIMS

24-hour phone access
to your accounts
1-800-594-3671

t

REAE3ank.
have
It
all..
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DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Legals

VS.,

PLAINTIFF

DEFENDANTS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00430

VS.,

TRACY WEAVER, BARBARA WEAVER,
COMMERCIAL CREDIT CORPORATION,
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 27, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
May 14, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

TRACT I

A 5.623 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, November, 1995, Plat Book 21
Page 51, located on the Old Murray-New Concord Road approximately 6.7 miles East of the intersection of Twelfth and Main
Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and
being more particularly described as follows:

Commencing at a #4 rebar and cap(set) 30 feet West of the centerline of Kentucky Highway 732 and 15 feet North of the centerline of rynhurst Drive; thence with the North right-of-way of
Lynhurst Drive for the following calls:
thence South 72 deg. 44'51" West for a distance of 74.55 feet to
a point:
thence, South 67 deg. 58' 12" West for a distance of 43.45 feet to
an iron pin;
thence, South 67 deg. 58' 12" West for a distance of66.83 feet to
• a point;
thence South 55 deg. 27'48" West 51.17 feet to an iron pin:
thence South 55 deg. 27'48" West 80.24 feet to a point;
thence South 46 deg. 35'39" West 37.76 feet to an iron pin,
thence South 46 deg. 35'39" West 87.88 feet to a point;
thence South 40 deg. 27'39" West 30.12 feet the point of beginthence South 40 deg. 27' 39" West 117.00 feet to an iron pin:
thence North 1 deg. 45'22" West 530.94 feet to an iron pin;
thence North 84 deg. 41'54" East 78.77 feet to an iron pin;
thence South 1 deg. 45' 22" East 449.16 feet to the point of
beginning.
Together with and subject to covenants, easements and restrictions of record.
TRACT II
A 1.895 acre tract of land known as Tract 6 as surveyed by the
-Engineering, -Ine. of--Murray,- Kentucky on
November 25, 1996, located on the west side of Kentucky
Highway 732, approximately 12.4 miles northeast of the city of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Commending at a number 4 rebar and cap i set) 30 feet west of
the centerline of Kentucky Highway 732 and 15 feet north of the
centerline of Lynhurst Drive, thence with the North right-ofway of Lynhurst Drive for the following calls:
thenee South 72deg..44'51" West for a distance of 74.55 feet to
a point;
thence South 67 deg. 58' 12" West for a distance of 43.45 feet tr
an iron pin:..
thence South 67 deg. 58' 12" West for,a distance of66.83 feet to
a point;
thence South 55 deg. 27'48" West 61.17 feet to an iron pin;
thence South 55 deg. 27'48" West 80.24 feet to a point;
thence South 46 deg. 35'39" West 37.76 feet to an iron pin;
thence South 46 deg. 35'39" West 87.88 feet to a point;
thence South 40 deg. 27'39" West 30.12 feet to an iron pin;
thence South 40 deg. 27' 39" West 117.00 feet to the point of
beginning;
thence South 38 deg. 41'33" West 114.29 feet to an iron pin;
thence South 85 deg. 14' 17" West 65.54 feet to a TVA marker;
thence North 1 deg. 45' 22" West 612.70 feet to an iron pin;
thence North 84 deg. 41'54" East 139.87 feet to an iron pin;
thence South 1 deg. 45' 22" East 530.94 feet to the point of
beginning.
Together with and subject to coven-ants, easements and restrictions of record.
Being the same property conveyed by deed from Ronald
Jakubas and wife, Lisa Jakubas and Michael Jakubas and wife,
Penny Jakubas, to Bruce Watson and wife, Sharron Watson,
dated September 9, 1998, of record in Book 301,Page 100, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale,alkd to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum'from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2001 ad
valorem taxes.
Dated this 13th day of April, 2001.
Max W Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOTICE OF SALE

MIKE BAKER,TAMMY BAKER,
BANC ONE FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.,
AND COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

By virtue of a Revised Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on April 11, 2001, in the above cause, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Coprthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, May 14, 2001, at the hour of 10-.00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:

A .884 acre tract of land known as Tract 5 as surveyed by the
firm of Trinity Engineering, Inc., of Murray, Kentucky on
November 25, 1996, located on the West side of Kentucky
Highway 732, approximately 12.4 miles Northeast of the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentqcky, and being more particularly described as follows:

PLAINTIFF

OPTION ONE MORTGAGE CORPORATION,
PLAINTIFF
NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE

BRUCE WATSON,SHARRON WATSON.
RON JAKUBAS,and LISA JAKUBAS,

AREA BANK .
formerly PEOPLES BANK
OF MURRAY, INC.,

Legals

Legals

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00038

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00281
UNION PLANTERS PMAC, N.A.,
f/d/b/a Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company,

Legals

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
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Legals

Legals

Legals

Legals

$2.50 extra for Shopper 'Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads.
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Just Say "Charge It"

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract
of land, and a new corner to the James Herndon Property, Deed
Book 162, Card 2339, said point being located at the approximate centerline intersection of said road and creek, in the
• bridge crossing said creek, 0.4± miles Southeast of Carty Road.
thence, generally along the centerline of said creek, creating a
new division line to the said Herndon Property and with the
South side of Tract 2A, the following bearings and distances:
South 87 deg. 27'35" East - 223.70 feet to an existing iron pin;
North 17 deg. 17' 22" East - 101.54 feet to an existing iron pin;
North 54 deg. 59'04" East - 87.95 feet to an existing iron pin;
North 83 deg. 02'37" East - 90.34 feet to an existing iron pin;
North 74 deg. 49'45" East - 266.97 feet to an existing iron pin;
South 72 deg. 40'56" East - 88.05 feet to an existing iron pin;
thence, South 47 deg. 43' 01" East - 106.86 feet to an existing
iron pin at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of
land;
thence, South 21 deg. 30'08" East - 353.17 feet with the Garvin
Phillips Property, Deed Book 180, Card 2153 to an existing iron
pin at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land.
thence, South 72 deg. 51' 02" West - 7.81 feet with the Odell
Cunningham Property, Deed Book 131, Pake 7 to a point;
thence, South 86 deg. 46'57" West - 282.55 feet-generally along
a fence and with the said Cunningham Property to an existing
iron pin;
thence, South.88 deg. 08'37" West - 77.25 feet, generally along
the said fence and with the said Cunningham Property to a
point;
thence, South 89 deg. 32'55" West - 117.98 feet, generally along
a fence and with the said Cunningham Property to a point in
the centerline of the Old Murray-New Concord Road, the
Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, generally along the Old Murray-New Concord Road, the
following bearings and distances:
North 32 deg. 27' 18" West - 64.62 feet to a point;
North 56 deg. 44'32" West - 70.03 feet to a point;
North 71 deg. 57'52" West - 74.95 feet to a point;
North 76 deg. 08'52" West - 261.52 feet to'a point;
North 61 deg. 31'24" West - 51.71 feet to a point;
North 38 deg. 12'36" West - 27.45 feet to the point of beginning.
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREVIOUSLY CONVEYED EASEMENTS AND RIGHT-OF-WAYS.
Tracy Weaver,et. ux., obtained title to the above-described property by deed from James A. Herndon, et ux., dated September
16, 1996, and of record in Deed Book 237, Page 699,in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days With
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third
of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to _execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing interest at 129k per annum from the date of sale until paid.
and fully due and payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 3rd day of April 2001.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
-_r

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
accepts
Visa and Master Card

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 27, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
May 14, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest
Quarter of Section 25, Thwnship 2, Range 5 East, and being
Tract 1 of a minor subdivision plat of John T. Baker and Dalsey
E. Baker property as shown by plat of record in Plat Book
19,Page 86, Slide 1798, and being further described as follows:
Commencing at a 1/2" diameter rebar found, 40'from the centerline of Kentucky Highway 280, located approximately 518'
southeast of the intersection of Kentucky Highway 280 and
Kentucky Highway 614, the northwest c er of the Leslie
said Leslie
Parrish property. Thence with the west lin
Parrish south 11 deg. 53' 48" west 209.93' to a 1/2" diameter
rebar found, the southwest corner of said Parrish property and
the northwest corner of Tract I described herein and the point
of beginning; thence, with the south line of said Leslie Parrish„
south 39 deg. 56'09" east 249.95'to a 1/2" diameter rebar found,
the southeast corner of said Parrish and a point in the west line
of the John T. Baker property; thence, with the west line of said
Baker, south 14 deg. 09' 28" west 230.00' to a 1/2" diameter
rebar set, the southeast corner of Tract I; thence, severing the
lands of John Baker, north 63 deg. 55'01" west 219.11'to a 1/2"
diameter rebar set, the southwest corner of Tract I; thence, with
the west line of Tract I, north 16 deg. 13' 11" east 331.53'to the
point of beginning.
TRACT II
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest
Quarter of Section 25, Township 2, Range 5 East, and being Lot
No. 2 of a minor subdivision plat of record in Plat Book 20, Page
34, Slide 1846, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar found, 40' from the centerline of Kentucky Highway 280 located approximately 753'
southeast of the intersection of Kentucky Highway 280 and
-Y Highway 614, the southeast corner ot the Leslie
-k
—1-Centuc
Parrish property, the northwest corner of Lot No. 2 described
herein, and the point of beginning. Thence, 40'from and parallel to the centerline of Kentucky Highway 280, south 35 deg. 39'
11" east 37.49'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the west line of the
Mary Ann Willianis property,-see Deed Book 92, Page 388:
thence, with Williams; west boundary, south 10 deg.09'04" west
passing through 2-1/2" diameter rebars get, the first at 225.00'
and the second at an additional 485.45', for a distance of
1060.45' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the nort`h line of the
Westvaco Corporation property; thence, with Westvaco's north
property line, north 88 deg. 57'04" west 820.39'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the southeast corner of Lot No. 1 of said Baker
Minor Plat; thence, with Lot No. 1, north 20 deg. 35' 03" east
804.29'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the southwest corner of the
Michael Baker property, see Deed Book 220, Page 277; thence
with Michael Baker's south line south 69 deg. 33' 08" east
219.11'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the southwest corner of said
Michael Baker property; thence, with Baker's east line, north
18 deg. 31'20" east passing through a 1/2" diameter rebar found
at 230.00', for a distance of 440.19' to the point of beginning.
Tract One: BEING the same property conveyed to MIKE
BAKER and wife, TAMMY BAKER, by Deed dated 11-14-96 of
record in Deed Book 220, Page 277, in the Office of the County
Court Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.
Tract Two: BEING the same property conveyed to MIKE
BAKER and wife, TAMMY BAKER, by Deed dated 3-7-96, of
record in Deed Book 224, Page 116. in the office of the County
Court Clerk .of Calloway County, Kentucky.
TAX ID NUMBER: 078-0-0024 (Tract 1); 078-0-0025-H (Tract
2).
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third
of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty(30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 3rd day of April 2001,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

•
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BANK ONE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,INC.,
As Servicer for Union Planters Bank, N.A.,
f/d/b/a Peoples First National Bank & Trust Company, PLAINTIFF

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANTS
•
By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 29, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
May 14, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

The following described tracts or parcels of land lying and being
in Calloway County, Kentucky, to-wit:

Beginning in the center of the intersection of a blacktop road
known as the Providence-John Burton Road at its intersection
with the Craig Road (Providence-Perry Store Road) and said
beginning point being only for the purpose of measurement and
being the center of each of said roads and at their intersection;
thence West with the center of the Craig Road (ProvidencePerry Store Road) 196 feet in line with Don Bailey corner;
thence South with Bailey line 210 feet to a stake; thence East
parallel with Craig Road (Providence-Perry Store Road) 230
feet to the center of the Providence-John Burton Road; thence
North with the center of said road 210 feet to the point of beginning.

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract
eland, said point being a #4 HC-BAR set 0.3 miles South of
Highway 280 and 30.00 feet East of the centerline of A.B.
Lassiter Road;
Thence, South 87 deg. 24'54" East - 160.40 feet with the Jackie
Byerly property to a #4 re-bar set at the Northeast corner of the
herein described tract of land;
Thence, South 3 deg. 55'02" West - 244.49 feet with the Byerly
property Deed Book 122, Page 48, to a #4 re-bar set at the
Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;

This deed conveys a lot 210 feet East and West and 196 feet on
the North side and 230 feet on the South side and bounds on the
North and East side by blacktop road, and on the South side by
St. John and on the West side by Bailey, and all measurements
herein are measured from the center of the road for measurement and convenience only.

Thence North 87 deg. 24' 54" West - 160.40 feet with the said
Byerly property to a #4 re-bar set at the Southwest corner of the
herein described tract of land, 172.06 feet North of the
Southwest corner of the said Byerly property;

Ricky Garland and wife, Melissa Garland, obtained title to the
above-described property by a deed dated May 16, 1996, from
Brenda Geurin Stuart and husband, David Geurin as recorded
in Book 228, Page 552, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.

Thence, North 3 degrees 55'02" East - 244.49 feet with the East
side of A.B. Lassiter Road to the point of beginning.
This pro rty is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and rig, of-ways.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2001 ad
valorem taxes.

Being the same property conveyed to Karen S. Borgarding and
Kenneth W. Borgarding by deed dated the 21st day of
December, 1987, and of record in Deed Book 174, at Page 248,
in the Office of the Calloway County Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of twenty percent (20%) on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.

Dated this 3rd day of April, 2001.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Dated this 13th day of April, 2001.
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BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Sealed Bids

T'shirts are .his passion
But he cares nothing for fashion
Skinny now he is.not
But we still love him a lot

will be accepted for
the upkeep of Temple
Hill Cemetery until
May 5th, 2001.
. Contact
Bob Nanny
75374937
Larry Roberts
753-9984
Billy Galloway
753-2831

' And we hope he has
Lots more to go!
Nuall""••••••.„
.141.1

But, Don't Forget Our Saturday Night Fish
Buffet with Catfish Fiddlers, Fillets and
Lemon-Pepper Fillets!

BANKRUPTCY

LOCATED IN DEXTER COME ON BY!!
Tel: 270-437-4568
Call for private dining room reservations.

NOW OPEN!'
Eddie Langston

• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper •

West
Kentucky
Recycling

906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield. KY
510 S 4th Street • Murray. KY

er

GOLF AT
TENNESSEAN
The Tennessean Golf Club has been ranked by Golf
Digest (May issue) as the 6th "Best golf course in
Tennessee", in addition to be selected as the 7th
-Best new affordable public course in America.'
(January issue). Play this Championship Course for
only $p (intludes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50,
plus tax A

Murray

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

(270)767-9295

DON'T FORGET
MEMORIAL DAY
•Ait*
SALUTE!

F
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DEADLINE MAY 23,2001
Notice

?Ham/

7eeee

Mother's Day is the perfect time to tell Mom
just how much you love her.
MU your graduate
how proud of them
iiou ar.e by writing a
message and having
it published in the
Graduation Tab on
May 24, 2001.
Deadline for
message is May
17th. Cost is $7.00
per spot. No more
than 20 words.

Dear Mom,
Joe,

4

We are so proud
of you. Good
luck in college. o
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Kevin & Sue

For more information contact
Kathy or Tammy at 753-19/6.

Here's to the best
mother anyone could
for.
Happy
hope
Mother's Day!

111111111.1111

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

PHOTOGRAPHY
RI LEV,V
15 years service
270-753-1001
050

per letter. Cost is $6.00. They will be published in
the Saturday, May 12th edition of

We reserve the right to reject any message

0 MURRAY

IMES
4E DGER&T
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Your son, Bobby

DEADLINE FOR LETTERS IS
WED., MAY 9TH. No more than 17 words

I EDGER
4 0 MURRAY

0_
IMES

1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, KY

ATTENTION MATTEL
EMPLOYEES:
Get in on the ground floor opportunity
with new marketing company. Managers
and Reps needed meeting to be held at the
Amerihost Inn, Murray, KY. Call for
more information 1-800-570-2282 ask
for Ken or 1-866-625-8419 ask for Ray.

TECHNICAL^CABLE TV

Charter Communications, the nation's fourth
largest multiple-system cable television operator
with 6.7 million subscnbers, is currently seeking a
qualified professional for the following position:

IR INSTALLER I 11.
Based in Murray, KY
The successful applicant will be responsible for performing cable television installations, disconnects
and service changes for residential and business
customers, educating customers on channel line
up, use of converter and FCC regulations as they relate to the customer,
pre-wihng single and multi-family lines
and assisting in CATV underground
and aenal construction.
A High School diploma or equivalent, entry level work experience and
a valid driver's license with satisfactory
driving record within Company required standards are required. The candidate should also be
able to prioritize and organize effectively, work independently and have knowledge of basic mathematics and electronics.
We offer competitive salaries and excellent benefits.
including free Cable TV service.
For confidentif consideration, please send resume to..
John Hudak
CHARTER
COMMUNICAhOIS
0 V.Millorster
906 S 12th Street
Murray KY 42025
Fax:(270) 753-8462 • E-mail: jhudaktt charter.com
EOE
voa are prc,./C ce .1r,..g !ree
www chartercom corn

Be Your
Own Boss!

Fsh,-Shrimp, Frog Legs:And-Morel:

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

WE BUY

DURA AUTOMOTIVE
SYSTEMS, INC.,
a leading OEM supplier to
the automotive industry is
seeking a talented leader
to fill the position of Continuous Improvement Coordinator in our Fulton, Ky
facility. The Fulton facility
is responsible for modular
window assemblies.
This position will coordinate and facilitate employee empowerment and continuous improvement activities in the plant for factory
and management participants. Working knowledge
of Kaizen. principles, must
have ability to lead workshops using JIT, First
Time Quality, 5S. Quick
Changeover, TPM, and
Kanban concepts. Extensive experience in a Cl
leadership position is required as well as solid
computer skills. Proficient
in time motion studies.
Ability to create line layouts with AuotCAD and an
Industrial
Engineering
background are helpful.
We are looking for a leader. Experience in a fast
paced manufacturing environment is essential.
We offer a competitive salary and benefit program.
Check us out on the web
at duraauto.com. We are
an equal opportunity employer.
Please send resume to:
Dura Automotive
Systems, INC.
Atttn. HR Manager
PO Box 1440
Fulton,
Ky
42041
Duncan .j4-duraauto.com
Fax,(270)472-0368.

HAS A NEW SEAFOOD BUFFET
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!

Lost and Found

020

020

060

The Shed Cafe

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

WEDDING

Today he hits the big 5-0

Love Faye, Marion

For more information, call
759-2199 or 1-800-715-5004

Help Wanted

A one acre lot being a part of the Northeast Quarter of Section
29, nownship 1, Range 5 East, and more particularly described
as follows:

A 0.900 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, April, 1989, located on A.B. Lassiter Road
approximately 4.4 miles East of the intersection of Twelfth and
Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
and being more particularly described as follows:

,

Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions
of items to be sold are available for $1 in the
Murray Tourism Commission office at the
Commerce Centre in front of the Wal-Mart
Supercenter on May 4 from 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
and on May 5 from 6 a.m. - noon. Over 100
yard sales will be held throughout town!

RICKY GARLAND,
MELISSA GARLAND,
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,'

By virtue of a Summary Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on April 10, 2001, in the above cause, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, May 14, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with the property address being 354 A.B. Lassiter Road,
Murray, KY 42071, and more particularly described as follows to wit

•-•.... 1,.

Sat., May 5• 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

13i-P-th-ic1e4!,

Freedom Fest
Spring
City-Wide
Yard Sale

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00481

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00398

KAREN S. BORGARDING,
KENNETH W. BORGARDING,

Liget*

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

VS.,

020

Lewis

Legals

PAGE- 38

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 2001

MEDICAL Assistant need
ed for busy physician of
(ice Training will be pro
vided for career motivated
person Excellent benefits M/F Respond to
PO Box 1040-H.
Murray. KY 42071
NEED FT/PT person to
perform all functions in
small resort restaurant
Day hours, must be dependable Call Susan 270436-2345

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a motor route
carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply
in person to Randy Baker
between 9:30-10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

*0.
PUZZLED? NEED A NEW START?

seif*

41I

No CDL, No Money
NO PROBLEM
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
15 Day Training'Program
No Out Of Pocket Expense
No Employment Contract

HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time cooks,
cashiers, biscuit-maker,
and maintenance Also accepting applications for
shift manager -Please apply 4 641 & Chestnut St
Murray EOE

HIRING ON THE SPOT!

1-800-398-9908 Ref#7371

MANAR INC.
FORMALLY MARK I MOLDED PLASTICS

is accepting applications for future
job opportunities in production
assembly and machine operations.
Positions will be available approximately the second week in May.
These positions will be for 2nd and
3rd shifts. We will also be starting a
weekend shift. It will be 7:00am 7:00pm and 7:00pm - 7:00am on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Applications can be obtained at
Manar, Inc., 170 Mark I Drive, Henry,
TN Monday-Friday from 8:00am-

4:30pm.
No phone calls please.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Office Assistant
Position
Telephone and
computer
responsibilities.
Monday-Friday
Send resume to:
Office Assistant
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, Ky 42071

$8.000
SIGNING BONUS
COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Initially Part-time work,
possible Full-time.
Up to $19 an hour.
Limited openings
Call
1 -800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

PAGE 4B

WEDNESDAY MAY 2, 2001

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

150

dbu
Nip ilarded

150
Articles
For Sale

Nip Ilitaatid

Mids.

ts For Rent

160
Storage Rentals

For kb

PrOpiNly

l Property
11121Pake
[

1BR Efficiency Apt Partial
utilities paid $125 /mo
753-2934
188, LA. Kitchen bath,
limited amount of quality dealer space
furnished apt Water and
DRIVERS
available for rent and welcomes new
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, on KY Lakefront, pool,
garbage pick up included
WHAT ARE
West
1407
at
seen
be
Can
dock, carport, elevator. All appliances, cable,
antique/collectible dealers. It's a sideline
119 Main • 753-6266
YOU WAITING FOR?
753-5870
call
or
Main
city water, adjacent marina. Golf course 4 mi.
that many people are doing for fun and
Start Your New Career
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
188, some utilities paid
ii
away. Starting at $105,000.00. Call 270-753TODAY' Learn To Drive
profit & cost less than $1.88 per day for a
520-$40 On Center Drive
Laundry facility available
The BIG Trucks
1362 D. 270-436-5380 H. 270-436-6161 office.
Behind Tom's Grille
No pets, 767-9037
10'xI0' rental space. Your merchandise is
Make the BIG Bucks"
759-4081
appliances
new.
like
1BR
House April 21st & 22nd from 10 a.m. to
Open
marketed 7 days a week by our profession.No Cost Training If
Coleman RE 759-4118
NORTH WOOD
storage
Take 94 East out of Murray, KY to Hwy.
p.m.
,5
al staff. We take care of the sale hassle and
Qualified'
'
28R duplex Central/N/A. presently has units availa- 280 to Deer Lake Condo sign on Sauger Lane.
CALL 1-800-958-2353
furnish you detailed computer generated
ble 753-2905 or 753appliances
DRIVERS
Coleman RE 759-4118
7536
and 'monthly settlesales
reports
tracking
460
YOU'LL LIKE THE
460
2BR, 2 bath duplex, gaments. Experience the Charlie's Antique
Homes FOi Sale
Nomes
Sate
For
WAY OUR SS'S &
rage Central no pets
want to be your
"We
advantage..
Mall
UP!!
ADD
BENEFIT'S
759-4118
RE
Coleman
for
opening
IMMEDIATE
•Quakity Home Time &
288, close to campus.
antique mall." Charlie's Antique Mall,
part-time Accountant.
New Rider Prg,
safe, clean, friendly neighAll Sizes Available
Send resume to:
303 Main St., PO Box 196, Hazel, KY.
•Super Pay. Benefits &
borhood Pets negotiable
Hawkins Research. Inc.
42049. Call 270-492-8175 or
YOU SHOW US:
High Wkly Miles'
deposit required Call 7531304 Chestnut St.
•Average credit (not perfect)
8187
Email: charlies10@aol.com.
PLUS MUCH MUCH
Suite E
2BR. Near MSU New car- PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Steady income history
MORE
Murray. Ky 42071
pet, paint & wallpaper
Must Have A Class A CDL
-Inside climate control
donnavSpowerclaim.com
pip'
WE SHOW YOU
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
w/Hazmat
SOCIAL Security disabled270-753-7001.
storage
money
no
loan,
100%
•
111 14
1
al
RE
Coleman
$250
NAVAJO EXPRESS
We can get you approved!
*Security alarmed
LIFEGUARDS
down
759-4118
win'
you
NOW
unless
fee
CALL
No
&
*Safe
clean
Murray-Calloway
The
•Flexible, forgiving program
2BR new townhouse, cen1-800-800-1440
•We sell boxes'
County Park poor is ac- Personal representation by
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
tral, garage, 3 story.
*We rent 1J-Hauls
cepting applications for retired Social Security ex759-4118
RE
Coleman
associates
and
ecutives
REWARD
$5,000.
753-9600
guard until, May 10, 2001
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
Domestic & Midair*
Mobile Homes For Sale
4br, Diuguid Drive Coli
for anyone with informaapplications may be pick You win with us'
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
man RE 759-4118
1-800-782-0059
tion leading to the arrest of
up at the park office
Neon Beach
NEED someone to care to
NICE
'98
Sun
Fleetwood
4br.
,
Townhouse
responsible
person(s)
the
900 Payne Street,
2 children in my home at
WORRIED Just a Be
Mini-Storage BY owner: 2br, 2 bath, ce- NICE 4br, 2 bath house in
Coleman RE 759-4118
for the barn fire on Bran- pointe, 16x80. 3 bedroom.
Monday-Friday
dar siding house. 7 acres, town on 105x105 lot in
ter school and all day dur
Not feeling as Secure
APARTMENTS
don Road, Saturday 21, 2 bath Many extras. Must
All Size Units
8 00am-4 00pm
As Before? Friends &
30x40 barn (1 yr old) very nice neighborhood
ing the summer
moved
Price
be
reduced
RENT
FOR
4:15am Call 498-8715.
Available
Phone 270-762-0325
Neighbors Getting Laid
to lake Quiet neigh- Large 24x24 great-room
Close
435-4556
or possible financing. Call
437-4113
NURSERY workers need- Off? Why Not Become A
with fireplace, DW. CHA,
borhood. Call 436-2950
WANTED: Christian single
bike- special- after 5pm 270-753-8713 APARTMENTS for rent
MOUNTAIN
ed for local church in Mur- Professional Truck Driver
GD 18x20 master-bedDUPLEX for sale
woman to provide full-time
hardrock, 24" $100. Also, 1 acre lot near Ky Close to campus 753ized
ray Sunday a.m /Wed- and Put A Valuable CDL In
room. Large deck, large 2
Get a good deal
live-in personal care for
Nordic Trak ski machine, Lake $1500.00
5980 or 753-1203 after
nesday p.m. Send resume
from owner.
Your Wallet?
car garage and detached
ommerclal Prot).
disable woman Room & $150 753-6985
5pm
to P.O. Box 1040-C, Mur753-8588
NO EXPERIENCE
workshop Total under roof
For Sale
board plus salary_ WeekMY size Barbies
Has
Apts
BRADLEY
ray, KY 42071
NEEDED'
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2 2600 soft. $110,000
ends off. Driver license reAngel or Butterfly
Apbath
1
3br,
openings
OWN a computer?
310S 4th St
Mobile Homes For Rent
Train In 15 Day With
bath, red brick, double lot,
753-5736
quired. Non smoker.
$14000 each
prox 1,000sq ft Located
Put it to work'
Office Building
Immediate Placement
town
edge. Consider leas436-2320
12pm
Call Kathy 270-554-8709.
436-2461 after
Bradley
behind
on
campus
753-4703
$25- $75/ hr PT FT
2BR Clean Mobile Homes
Assistance' Top Pay/
ing with option to buy/ limRIDING mower for sale
WILL DO GENERAL
Company. New carNEW LISTING
888-689-7989
n small quiet park. Cal Book
Benefits' Start Making
ited owner financing. Call
436-2867
HOUSE CLEANING
pet. C/H/A. $400/ month.
2BR, 1 bath. New vinyl &
pcworkforme com
492-8488
Big Money. And
753-4109.
Pets
Supplies
&
STRAW for sale
Call Linda. 759-9553
' Also available, 1br with
roof Large lot, near downPART Time local truck
STOP WORRYING,
FOR sale by owner
town. No realtors. 753$2.00 bale
new carpet. $250/ month.
driver. CDL & tanker en1-888-592-2618.
Nice 3bdr , 1 bath home 6429.
DOG Obedience
2BR., 2 bath mobile home 759-4696 or 435-4632.
759-4718 Night
100
dorsement required
Warren Karen
on 1715 Ryan Ave Call
Master Trainer
Business
large lot wi block shop
753-4582 Day
on
CONDOPLEX for rent
753-7824
7 days a week
759-5936 after 5pm
436-2858
Opportunity
& storage building ...489Available June 1.2001
160
EXPERIENCED Oncology
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
2277
month
a
$675-5700
Home Furnishings
HOMEWORKERS
Nurse for part time to full
Priced like a fixer upper,
DRIVER TRAINEES
ZR-7 $4800 00 767-0225
Deposit required
Public Sale
Needed.
time position in Murray,
but everything new and
NEEDED NOW,
Call 753-0834
1943 Dunkin-Fife set w/6
HAZEL. 2br., appliances.
Ky Excellent benefit pack- Need a great career? $635 weekly processing
ready to move into. 2br, 1
759-9835
chairs and china hutch
1121
Sport Utility Vehicles
Washer & Dryer, lease, &
age, commensurate with Werner needs entry- level mail Easy' No experience
bath, carport. utility room
EFFICIENCY apartment
Colonial lowboy
deposit. 492-8526.
experience Please send truck drivers no experi- needed
S39,900.
753-0834
1990 Chevy Blazer Full
NICE 2br, Mobile home. garbage pick-up, water.
resume. to PO. Box 630,' ence necessary
Earn Call 1-888-517-2362
435-4632 or 559-8510.
759-9835
sewer furnished $200/mo.
size, 4WD. white, w/step
Murray, Ky 42071
No pets. 753-9866
$600 to $900 per week Ext 4605 24hrs
LAKE Property.
753-6831
bars. Call after 4PM 759cream
back
*CAMEL
plus benefits no CDC? NO
2br.. 1 bath furnished.
SALE or possible lease
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
0341
PART-TIME help wanted Problem! CDL training is
couch for sale. Made by
Thurs., May 3
screened
and
deck
Large
Operating
Restaurant
at Playtelligence Apply in
townhouse appliances fursealy. $350., retail 5700. 6
1997 Jeep Grand Cheronow available in your area
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
in porch. $49,900
5 p.m.
Will qualified for liquor liperson at 406 South 12th
nished, W/D. central gas
old. *Kenmore
weeks
kee Limited. 4x4 6 cylin800-242-7364
Realty
Campbell
censes Large property w/
St No phone call please
washer and dryer $350., 2 1/2 acre S100/mo. 753- heat/ air. 1yr lease, 1
Black, loaded with
der.
E-mail/
759-8780.
other uses
month deposit. No pets.
years old. Call 753-6098.
6012
SMALL UNFINISHED rus- transferable 24K mile ex1and42071 yahoo com
753-2905.
OWN A COMPUTER, PUT IT
COUCH, chair. TV/stand
tic cottage. Needs finishing tended warranty 767-9462.
or Write
LOT for rent 492-8488
spring
mattress,box
Apt. stove, refrigera1BR
bed
TO WORK. Internet users wanted to
1809-B Westwood
inside $37,000 or highest 1999 Black Dodge Dakota
753-9866
Rent
For
LOT
&
chest
table/chairs,
tor, D/W, W/D. Clean, no
812 Whitnell
bid. 9 miles east of Mur- Extended Cab. 18,000
Murray. Ky 42071
make $25-$75/hour.
hutch 753-7394
pets. 270-753-9841 or
miles, garage kept, old
ray.
489-6108.
Visit www.moneymakerdot.com.
Bldg% #AY)
270-436-5496.
SOUTH Hazel, Tennes- dude with no kids driving.
180
180
Computers
see. 3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, on $15,500. Call 753-2225
FORREST View ApartLawn &Garden
Lawn & Garden
Days/ 759-1509 Evening.
3.75 acres. 492-8526.
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
566 mghz processor. 20
94 Chevy Blazer. full size,
bedroom
THREE/FOUR
Land
Rent
Sale
accepting
applications
For
or
now
Gig Hard Drive $360. 17
house, one bath Located 2dr, sport package. fully
29 people to lose weigh while making
for 2br townhouses, basic
Monitor $140 753-8630
on
three lots a few miles loaded, 4x4 aluminum
Office
month.
$315/
rent
money! 100'4 natural, Dr. recommended,
KELLERS
DAYLILIE5i!
from Murray on New Provi- wheels, new raised letter
PEONIES — HOSTA
Hours. 10- 2, M-F Call
COMPUTER PLACE.
and a money back guarantee.
Michelin tires. Hwy miles
new varieties - old favorites
dence Rd Two large out753-1970. Equal Housing
New computers $399_
Sharp!
2nd
owner
Call
$49,500
buildings
Opportunity
May Special: wholesale peonies
Visit www.health-e-me.net.
Upgrades & Repairs
or $11,900. OBO
270-753-8085
at
Neva
HAZEL Apartments
Internet Service
ho5ta $4.00
Call 492-8514
800-458-3993
Now taking applications for
On 121S
select clayliiies. $1.09'farl "rarY c")bor-s1 & 2br units. Rent based
436-5933.
CATV TECHNICIAN with previou experience
on income. Mobility impairm
-7p
m
9a
to maintain, repair and troubleshoot return sysment acc_essible Phone:
- tvion-Sat
tem. Sweep, balance & comply with FCC spec492-8721. Mon & Thurs
A ,1
Visa
Mastercard
Real Estate
•
ifications. Requires physical ability for heavy
TDD No
9-ham
MDM COMPUTERS
lifting,pole climbing and working at heights in
Equal
1-800-648-6056,
A+ Certified Technician
HALEY Professional
all weather conditions. We offer a competitive
Housing Opportunity.
On site service.
(tam
Appraising
benefit package for full time employees.
NICE 3 room studio. $220.
759.3556
270-759-4218
Qualified candidates submit resume by mail to:
water.
includes
per month,
-For What It's Worth'
HOSTA
130
300
Mediacom
301 N. 7th St.
CLEARANCE SALE
Rentals
Business
LOOKING to purchase 1-5
ATTN: Human Resources
Appliance Parts
Call 759-5073.
Small, Medium, Large
acre lot for new home con115 North Industrial Park Rd..
(3 Party)
RED OAKS APTS.
S3 00- $5 00- $9 00
121 N. to
struction Prefer to be withExcelsior Springs, MO 64024,
Special
759-0997
1706
Holiday Dr.
line,
County
in 10 miles of Murray
• or fax 816-629-2427
$100 Deposit
Partially furnished
KY
Murray,
days
753-9373
Ln.
Bendefield
EOE
1BR From $280
office space
759-8753 after 6PM
Tues.,
Wed.
2BR From $325
Thurs & Fri.
for rent.
440
Call Today!
& Thurs.
7 a.m.-?
Available immediately
Lots For Sale
753-8668.
2 - Super C International
May 1-2-3
PERMANENT JOB OPENINGS
2 recliners, video CamSouthside Manor Apts
tractors 492-8411
Court Square • Murray
era, new riding mower.
Nice merchandise
2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
1. 2 & 3br apts.
mens, womens Clothes
EARN UP TO $35K-40K
Tractor
FERGUSON
35
too numerous to
753-1967
140
Murray
North,
Section 8 housing
OFFICE OR RETAIL
baby items, girls &
MANAGEMENT + BENEFITS
Power wheels, multi power
mention
Want to Buy
clothes
753-8221
boys
water/
SPACE
City
•
lots.
acre
3/4
2
disc. plows, bush hog,
EHO
1.000 up to 2,000 sq ft
Company will provide in-class expense-paid
Natural gas $25,000 Also
blade 270-492-8214
'We pay cash
available Will remodel to VERY nice 1br., w/all aptraining. Openings in Murray, Mayfield and
3 acres. 30x30 garage,
toys antiques.
Old
suit 401 Maple St on the pliances including washer
Co
well septic. Plus more!
Marshall
Mobile Homes For Sale
collectibles. 270-759-3456.
& dryer. Close to MSU
square in Murray
$30,000. Call 759-4189.
759-5885
To qualify:
753-4382 or 753-9864
ANTIQUES
LOTS for sale. Starting at
1993 Really .nice 14x60
'Competitive, sports-minded track record
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
Old toys, advertising
$11,000 Price includes
Gateway. Set up and
duplex w/garage ApplianMovie World
'Travel in. local area
items, antique furniture
water. septic & driveway.
ready to move in. In really
WI
ces
furnished
and primitives
•Legal age with access to a reliable car
Also land home packages.
714 N. 12th
39,2 N. 8th St.
nice neighborhood. Asking
Various size units
washer/dryer. 1yr lease, 1
We buy 1 or all'
•Health, dental-insurance plus 401K saving
270-437-4838.
5th
May
Sat.,
759-2495. Cell
$12,000:
month deposit No pets
Walnut Plaza
Call 753-3633 ask
and stock purchase .
Wed.-Sat.
#559-6193.
8 a.m.-?
753-2905
for Larry
104 N. 5th
doublebath
2
3br.
1997
For confidential personal interview
Over 2,000 VHS
Farms For.Sie
FROST _free iefrigerator,
753-9621
7 a.m.-?
wide on 1 46 acres hear
call Thurs. & Fri. only at 759-5910
Movie, DVDs
stove, gas .heater,. electric.
large deck, carlake,
KY
between 10 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
bottom
ac
314 ac -214
heaters, good used carpetToo much to
Nintendo 64
storage-building
ask for Josh Johnson
and bordering city limits.
ing.' storm windows • 751- port„
mention
games
fenced yard 436-6191,
2B8, lake home, walking 100 ac meadow and
4109
EOE/M-F
Ext 106
to Pans Landing woods. many building
759-1600
distance
WANTED
1 bedroom, newly decorat- Manna. Sun room, hard- sites. Good water, city
4BR mobile home. Pilot
Riding mowers, go carts &
2 8 acres
ed, low utilities, no pets
doublewide
wood floor. fireplace. 731- gas. 100.000 Bu grain
4 wheelers that need
352-7642.
More information call 767- $195 a month 753-3949
storage Frontage on BePOSITION AVAILABLE
work
0224
1 OR 2br apts near down- 3BR 1 bath Newly re- thel Rd. and Cook Lane.
436-2867
Puryear,
Callow-ay County School System
"93 trailer in good condi- town Murray starting at decorated FM Room $495 1.6 miles east of Murray.
150
Hwy.
Buchanan
air,
central
porches,
tion. 2
$200/mo. 753-4109.
The Calloway County School System requests
per month plus security. Will divide 489-2462
Articles
492-8723
gas
p
Apts
bedroom
182
at
Principal
on
2nd
house
of
(270)474-2520
applications for the position
For Sale
GREAT location, 3br. 2
(3 Party)
at Mur-Cal Apts
Apply
C/H/A,
brick
bath
2
3BR.
The
School.
Elementary
Calloway
Southwest
right.
Acres9*
12HP 38 cut Murray mow- bath doublewide w/add on,
902 Northwood Dr
1603 Dodson, $630 per
1315
Poplar
individual must meet certification standard*-as
Thur, Fri. & Sat.
er $350 and 13"x6" craft- brick foundation, central
Monday.
month Lease and deposit 4 acres, lots of road front
required by the Kentucky Department of
garage.
good
2
24x30
KA.
Friday
mans thickness planner- 6
at Irvan
Wednesday.
9 a.m.-Dark
Call 759-5073
Concord
New
age.
Education. The applicant will serve as the chief 'months
out buildings, lust outside
$300
old
Phone 759-4984
First This Year!
3BR. 2 bath. 625 broad $4,450 terms 753-9302
Fri.
& Sat.
City limits. 1 mite of MSU
Equal Housing
administrator of the school in developing and 12_70)753-8154
To much to list Lots of
$450 per month Lease
460
Must
centers
shopping
7 a.m.-?
Opportunity
1989 Club Car Electric &
implementing policies, programs. curriculum
and deposit
Sc, 10C, & 25C items
Homes For Sale
appreciate
to
see
Golf Cart Good Condition
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
Call 759-5073
activities and budgets in a manner that pro549.000 Call 753-0955 for near MSU 753-1252 or
753-4549
LARGE 4 to 5 bedroom 288 . 1 bath 1 6 acres
motes the educational development of each stuappointment
BIG screen TV Take on
753-0606
YARD SALE
house. 301 N. 5th St. $495 Lynn Grove $50,000 00
dent and the professional development of each
LOT & 12X60 2br, 2 bath, 1br apartment, furnished
small monthly payments
per month. Call 759.5073.
May 3rd-4th •6:30 a.m. til ?
767-0225
staff member. Salary will he commensurate
2
94E.
Hwy
off
located
Good credit required
and all utilities paid $285
86 Cove9 Dr. 121 North to Bailey Rd.
miles from Kentucky Lake
with education and experience. Excellent fringe
Phone. 1-800-718-1657
month plus deposit Near PANORAMA Shores/Lake 388 house in quiet neigh
1 block to Covey Dr.
heat
gas
job
maintained
appliances,
and
All
Well
application
an
borhood
C/H/A.
request
To
benefits.
downtown 436-2755
FREE
view 2br, 1 bath,
474-8783
2 wheel garden tractor. 91 Polaris 4
Consultation
1BR apt available, all ap- W&D, refrigerator, partially & updated Priced to sell'
description, you may call the Calloway County
474-8715
wheeler, Sears Suburban mower & garto design your new
pliances furnished. Mur- furnished $400/mo + de- 753-0358 after 4 00pm
Board of Education, at 0701762-7300:
474-2276
514 Whitnell
kitchen cabinets
posit Call 270-436-2136
den tools, Sears chipper, 2-front tine
Cal Realty 753-4444
3br New Low Price'
Send resume and cover letter to: Calloway
Call Missy today at
MUST SEE' 1993 14x70 188 APT for rent All aptillers, large 4 drawer metal file cabinet,
RENT, Buy. Rent to Own
759-8918
Myers Lumber
Norris Mobile Home 2br, 2 pliances Pets allowed
County Bpard of Education. Attention: Dr.
2, 3, & 4br Houses
sewing machines, quilts & quilt tops,
BRAND New and Darling
753-6450
bath. Central H/A w/ front 5335/mo Call 489-6222.
753-4109
Larry Salmon, PO Box 800, Murray. KY
clothes, dolls, lots of misc. Also home for
3br, 2 bath brick in town
deck and utility pole Ex- 1BR Apt Available 5/19
MACHINE quilting
42071. The Calloway County Board of
sale.
$114,900
Call Clean. Walk to MSU
cellent condition
$31 50 reg size
Education is an Equal Education and Employer
James E. Wyatt 753-0955
Campbell'Realty
leave $235 p/mo.
Murray Sewing Center
(270)489-2013,
Institution,
759-8780
meseage
753-2084
759-8400

IMMEDIATE and future
opening for Customer
Support Representatives
working mainly by telephone from initial contact through purchase
decision. Full-time positions offer salary. commissions, cash incentives. and health insurance
Send resume to.
Hawkins Research, Inc.
1304 Chestnut St.
Suite E
Murray. Ky 42071.
sales id powerclaim.com.
270-753-7001.

ROUTE SALES
MANAGER
STARTING AT
$500 TO $700 WK DOE
Schwan's is looking for a
highly motivated self started to full a limited number
of Route Sales Manager
position in the Murray
area
Our Route Sales Managers can expected to earn
$25 to $30K first year and
$50K after
We otter a full benefit
package to include Medical, dental, disability, and
group insurance
Schawn's also offers profit
sharing. 401K, and 2
weeks paid Vacation after
the first year
For application Wednesday, May 2 or Friday. May
4. 9am to 2pm. 307 Bee
Creek Dr, Murray. E.O.E

COSMETOLOGIST need
ed clientele preferred
booth rent $60 per week
Call 759-4007

* DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE *
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel has a

EASTSIDE

Deer Lake
Condominiums

STORAGE

641 Storage

Global Mortgage Link

753-5585

753-3853

1

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Neon Beach
Mini Storage

WANTED

Want to lease
tobacco base to
my farm.
Call 492-8790

BETHEL GARDENS

GARAGE

SALE

GOORIESI

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

3 FAMILY
MOVING
SALE

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Elkins

270-753-2633

Office Space

HUGE
YARD SALE

WANT ADS WORK

YARD
SALE

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
1130

630

Campos

Used Cars
98 Ford Explorer EB 2WD
V-8 31,xxx miles $19,900
767-0225

FOR SALE
91 Hyundai
Scoupe

Used Cas

$2,000 OBO

988 Pontiac Firebird Forless than 100.000
mula. New 350 engine,
new interior, new 60 series
miles
general tires, automatic
transmission, new exhaust.
Needs
paint 98 Toyota Camry RE Na
$3,000 Firm 489-2774
vy blue new tires, loaded
1993 Ford Escort LX 4dr 3000 miles $11,500 4362731
753-8615
1994 Corvette, Black with CORVETTE- 1994 Cc,r
black and tan interior En- vertible red, white top
tire car is in mint condition 77K miles, sharp' $18,500
Has special options and 762-4486 8-4 345-2748
new tires. Garage kept after 5pm
and excellent maintenance TOYOTA Celica '90, auto
record Asking below book CD, high miles, smoke
price Call Sears 753-2312 gray $225000 759-4100

call 759-9215

or home 435-4289 Leave
message if no answer
1994 Mercury Sable. Very
good condition, V6, 4D,
58.000 miles, local car,
56,000 Call 435-4351.
1995 Toyota Camry LE.
Low mileage, garage kept
Mint condition. 753-6176
1996 Nissan Maxima SE
loaded 109,000 miles
$9,750 492-8178 leave
message
1998 Cadillac Deyille.
Loaded excellent condition, garage kept. 36,000
miles. Under warranty
Call 753-5870.
84 Mercedes 300, SD, garage kept. 2nd owner, fully
loaded, mint condition, diesel 25-30 mpg. great fuel
economy $8,000
994-5935
"88" Pontiac, 4dr good
condition, color red, needs
tires thats all 492-8723
95 Honda Prelude, Special
Edition. One owner.

Yam
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr, dual air, 21,000
miles Must sell' $15,800
247-5265

Used Trucks
1995 Chevy Silverado
350, nice truck $9,500
437-4519
1997 Ram Charger, 4-WD,
318 engine, large tires
$975 OBO 436-5353
1998 Ford Ranger XLT
truck Automatic, 53,000
miles. 4.0 L. excellent condition. $10.500. 759-5352_
2000 Chevy Silverado extended cab 4 wheel drive 3
door 25.000 miles Loaded
$22500 (270)247-5265

490
Used Cars

Call 489-2201

1995 Prowler, 33 ft trave
trailer, double slide out
couch and kitchen table
and chairs, new refrigerator, awning hydraulic lift
Phone 354-6665
1996 Jayco Class B motor
home 23', like new, sleeps
6. generator, micro, oak
cabinets, awnings, 34,000
miles $29,900 753-6985
POP-UP camper Sleeps
8 Good condition $500
492-8805 after 5PM

CARPET
wrinkles repaired
753-7444CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Boats & Motors
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814
94 Tigersttark Daytona for
CUSTOM Tractor Work
sale Looks and runs
Tilling- Blade Workgood $1500 Cal 559Bushhogging
1069 or 436-5690
Free Estimates
.98 ft Harris Platoon, 70hp
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Evenrude $4,500 OBO
Phone 270-492-6159
•19 ft Flobot Kayak, 2 perCell Phone 853-4188
son with trailer $395
Roofing. Vinyl
DECKS.
436-5353
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
DOGWOOD
TIM'S MOWING'
LANDSCAPING &
also brush removal, tree
LAWN CARE
trimming and minor cutComplete line of services
ting Other services availaoffered including mowing
ble also With fast, friendly,
12 years experience
& affordable pricing
Free estimates
753-0462
Call David 753-9000
A time to take care of your
FENCING
home. Affordable work
Midway Fence. All types.
done to perfection buildComplete services.
ing, remodeling, additions,
Reasonable prices.
porches, decks, roofing,
Free Estimate Insured.
siding, concrete, fences,
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
furniture design, and restoFOR any outdoor
ration. Free Estimates.
service's, Lawn mulch,
753-4380.
shrubs, trees, roof's, ect
Call Brandon
A-1 Tree Service
436-5277
Stump Removal
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
492-8737,
TFimming, removal. stump
437-3044
grinding, firewood., InsurFree Estimates
ed 489-2839

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop

NoviPLACKANG
IG
-dP

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.

Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
Will make FREE estimates for your
insurance company.
Request Us If Possible.
NIGHTS:
753-6191 • 753-1833
436-8219

270-759-4979

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
-17—
Resident:al; Ofinmertiat&liulusfria

(2cistow WorkynavisOip

SpecializiKg
*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEARING
'WATER PROOFING

•DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
"FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
•MULTISPEC COATINGS

270-753-6895

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
OSBURN
FULLY INSURED - OWNER

1-800-909-9064

=Moving—
Cross Country OrLocal
Licensed &Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270- 753-2555
Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

-Owner &

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

V 20 years of experience in all phases of carpentry
V Fully insured
V Our estimates are guaranteed in writing
We specialize in:

270-753-8204

Serving You Since 1952
400 N. 4th St. • Murray, KY
(270) 759-2295
=
(270) 247-2291 Mayfield, KY

ictti

Manager - Max Parrish
MMININIL

Due to high rising petroleum costs, asphalt pavement is a major investment.
The sun, rainwater, salt, gasoline, and oil drippage
will take their toll on asphalt, causing cracking and
deterioration.
With a low cost maintenance program the life of your
asphalt can be doubled.
With 22 years of quality experience in the asphalt
industry, we can repair and sealcoat structurally
sound asphalt parking lots and driveways, using the
highest quality commercial coal tar emulsion on the
market.
Yes there is a difference in product, product mixtures,
and applications. Give us a chance to give you more
information on our products and services.

YES WE CAN SAVE YOU
MONEY - GUARANTEED!!!
The

Asphalt Doctor
SEAL COATING• ASPHALT REPAIR

270-759-1953

Owner - Ronnie Geunn

270-759-8936
' .31,1.ion

10:1,c Pcsi Conirw

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?
WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today

RICKY BOGGESS
DBA SYKES PLUMBING
" FED A
UMBER
.
0

,
He 441 • II2 miss seal al
Murray to Tom Taylor Rd
Right 1500 yards

.13dElVD• ClOOMOHVH •lANIA • 3111 cIWOD • 3111 01INVI-130

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

Brothers
Tree Service
c'

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimatek;

Tree Trimminp

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Sertl,

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

Atottficao Siafidafil e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor

License 0aA021,,

Advertise Your Business
a InTo Our
Home Improvement

acninhni
753-7728

We Specialize in Cleaning"

270-759-2288

!Ow

MHI-r`dC
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

David's Cleaning
Services

.

Water damage repair' 4. Moisture control
2. Termite damage repair 5. Home improvements
6. Deck constructioi& ref urbistur
. Sagging Doors
Call loth., for an c‘limale 130 a.m.-1%1011-F

al//CleIERWCE

*Well Pumps
'Water & Sewer Lines
'Water Heaters
•All Repairs - Big or Smal
'New or Remodeling

759-0610
1.1 \13,ter

Plumber 6059

Phone: 270-759-0715
Cell: 270-519-4866

24 HOUR EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICE
- Student Discounts -

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

Professional Home
Repair 8 Restoration

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

-Fifth Generation and over 25 years of experience

No JoloN loo Smith )r• 100 Layge
'.1.

LICENSED k INSUliED

P/us...all other home improvements.

777 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020

LIGHT AND HEAVY DUTY TOWING
& RECOVERY

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers

Tim Butler
Concrete Construction

• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care

AUTO UNLOCKS

Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.
__if
•

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
V: 4 Weeks'EY 4 Shoppers

=.

LAWN
mower repair
pick-up or delivery
available
436-2867

TURNERS'
YARD SERVICE
We beat anyones price!
Please call 435-4053

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

WEATER-GUARD
WINDOW COMPANY

!Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates

753-5827.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
MOWING and trimming
for small to average lots
within city limits of Murray.
For reliable mowing service. Call Steve 767-9178.
NEED house repairs, yard
work, clean up junk? Price
by contract or hour. Call
Stanley. References available 435-4047
PAINTING
Interior- Exterior Free estimates Call anytime Cell
ph 210-7010
PHILLIPS Lawn Care
Free estimates
436-5408
436-2646
leave message
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SMALL engine repair
mowers for sale
753-0260

Mend

%MOP Offered

Excellent Service• Affordable Rates

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

for houses,
cdt-to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

S30

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

Roofing
Metal
barns & sheds. Metal

,
ther'
s
I
, ir"re ribt
s- 7:"1= c

,XCYa;.
ffi=MI

BURL'S °143t Z
WRECKER SERVICE

iffleffma

LAKE LAND PAINTING

CC

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line ot
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

'cz

free estimate at

11111111w
.4eW:612141%
f
l 't•rb?

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration overseeding
& fertilization. be mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

Please call Paul for
m (4$

DAYS:
753-5273

BUD'S Concrete Finishing
No lob to small or too big
for us We travel anywhere. concrete, patios
driveway side walk's poll'
barn's Best price around
give us a call
Free Estimates
759-4355

L

Services Or!woo

Services Offered

Offered
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Exterior
Home Improvement,
*Replace windows,
*Vinyl siding,
*Metal roofing,
*Financing available
Call for appointment
Phone - Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818
HOLDER DRYWALL
*Complete Drywall
Finishing
*Textured Ceiling
Free Estimates
Jerry
924-9336 871-1733
Bruce
924-0997 863-2356
Cadiz, Ky. 42211

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling Vinyl Siding
Garages Carports Pole
Barns Metal Buildings
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE tree work,
hauling, cleaning
out
sheds, gutters cleaning,
etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobire repair, vinyl siding.
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell

KIRKS Concrete
Forming and Finishing
Eddie Kirks
435-4014

Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRYON'S Lawn Service.
Free Estimates. 753-0600.
S&M Mowing Service
Handy man yard work
Affordable rates.
Free Estimates
759-1923. Bobby Story
759-5234, Ricky Miller

Brother Paving

Specializing in
*Driveways, *Parking lots.
*Subdivision paving. *Seal
coating, *Stripping.
*Chip & seal
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537

FREE Kittens
753-3802
*GOLDEN Retriever,
*Black long hair Lab, both
1yr old & full blooded
489-2774.

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. May
3, 2001:
Often, when you think everyone agrees
with you, you get a surprise. Learn to go
with the flow and work with people who
clearly aren't as decisive and direct as
you are. Wear kid gloves when dealing
with others and with financial matters.
These areas of -your life might be prone
to more uproar than usual. Partners often
don't agree Make that OK with you.
Unusual ingenuity helps you find solutions. If you are single, summer and fall
add a new dimension to your love life.
Learn 'the art•Of cbmmunication. If you
are attached, learn to be .more accepting
of your sweetie's poiniof view VIRGO
lightens you up.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day, You'll
4-Positive.
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Mellow out at work and brainstorm different investment strategies.
Others want to know more about you and
why you make the choices you make_
Avoid losing your temper when you get
exasperated at someone's lack of comprehension. Tonight: Tae Bo at the gym
or a bnsk walk in the park. whichever is
your style.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
***** You might have a bait feeling
about how a situation could deteriorate
or change. Don't worry so much. Head
into work. Manifest your ability to discern what is important. Another expresses frustration or anger. Let it roll off of
you. Tonight: Dance the night away.
GEMINI(May 21-Jane 201
*** Deal with unnerving news that
could send you into a tizzy. You can handle the problem at hand. Think through
an issue with family members and discuss your limits carefully. When someone makes an offer, he sure you want his
help. Tonight. Steer clear of another's
fiery temper.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Seize the hull by the horns. Get
rid of middlemen and seek out your own
information. Others mean well, but they
might not have the same interests as you.
Don't get irritable with a co-worker.
Discuss what you both want. Tonight'
Where the crowds are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
*** Try as you might. you have difficulty making your points clear.

Understand where another is coming
from by asking for an explanition. What
you hear forces you to expand.. your
mind. Refuse to let your Aemper .roar.
Tonight: Workout time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your willingness might vanish
temporarily as others push you. Though
you could be shocked by what you hear,
continue discussions. Your ability to
detach proves to be helpful with irntable
people and with dealing with any snafus.
-Rise above the uproar. Tonight. Indulge
in a favorite stressbuster.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** You might want to pull back rather
than getting into others' business. A partner or associate discusses a sore point.
Any solutions you find might not work
today, hut they will in a-few days. Avoid
harsh words. Tonight: Do for yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** The smart Scorpio will not lose
sight of objectives as pressure builds
from various quarters Agreements might
be hard to come by. but if you keep talking, surpnse! If you're thinking about
wining and dining, another might help
you do it! Tonight: Out for dinner, in any
case.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 2h
*** Temper. temper, Sag! Take charge
where you feel it might be helpful.
Others respond to your ideas — for the
most part. Handling a misunderstanding
takes unusual skill and diplomacy. Don't
take another's•response personally. Work
with facts. Tonight: A must appearance
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
*** Strive to understand others. At the
same time, work toward resolution. Ideas
appear when you back off the tried-andtrue and tap into your resourceful mind.
Your temper flares, despite your
restraint. Explain how you feel But don't
lose it! Tonight: Escape the day by
watching a favorite TV show or listening
to music.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Work with others. You might
not think an associate. has the right
answer; allow this him to discover this
on his own. Lecturing won't help.
Remain grounded and know your objectives. Work with others one-on-one.
Cancel a meeting if need be. Tonight:
Don't push a friend.
PISCES IFefr I9-March 201
**** Others hold the cards. but a
plea to an associate doesn't fall on deaf
ears. Channel any frustration into your
work, and you'll accomplish a lion's
share
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 90-year-old
man with congestive heart failure.
What is this? Can 1 overcome it? My
doctor has me on Lanoxin, Lasix and
Micro-K
DEAR READER: Congestive heart
failure is a common and serious manifestation of heart disease When the
cardiac muscle contracts ineffectively, excess fluid builds up in tissues,
causing congestion. If the fluid pools ,
in the feet, edema (swelling) of the
toes, ankles and lower legs becomes a
nuisance. More important, if the
excess fluid fills the lungs — as it
often does — patients will experience
breathlessness, exercise intolerance
and difficulty breathing at night.
Congestive heart failure is traditionally treated in three ways. First,
doctors try to increase the strength of
cardiac muscle contractions. Lanoxin
(purified digitalis) is prescribed for
this purpose. The drug has a proven
track record and has been used for
decades to stimulate more vigorous
heart-muscle action, as well as to slow
the pulse. It must be administered
cautiously, because its side effects —
notably, nausea and cardiac electrical-blockage — can present problems,
especially in the aged.
Second, diuretic drugs — such as
Lasix — force the kidneys to excrete
far more fluid than they usually do.
The regular use of these medications
will often release excess water from
tissues, improve breathing, eliminate
edema and reduce cardiac work.
Lasix and some other diuretics, however, do promote an inappropriate
loss of potassium, a mineral vital for
body metabolism. Consequently,
physicians usually prescribe potassium supplements (such as Micro-K) to
replenish these losses. Lasix and
potassium are often given with
Lanoxin; the combination works well.
Third, doctors may choose to treat
heart failure with medications that
reduce arterial resistance, thereby
further reducing the work of the heart.
Such drugs include nitroglycerine and
angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors, which are often administered with diuretics. Their major side
effect is unacceptably low blood pressure, so they should be used under
close supervision.
Evidently, your doctor has decided
to prescribe Lanoxin, Lasix and
Micro-K only, reserving ACE
inhibitors for the future, should you
require additional treatment.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

Crgestive heart failure cannot be
taken lightly; it reflects irreparable cardiac damage. Without therapy, the situation could progress to pulmonary
edema, a fatal form of heart failure.
However, if you follow your practitioner's instructions and take the proper
medicine, your congestive heart failure
will improve and may stabilize for years.
Additional therapy includes stopping smoking and drinking alcohol,
because both nicotine and alcohol
interfere with normal cardiac functioning. Also, some patients are helped
by limiting dietary salt. This mineral
can aggravate hypertension in individuals with high blood pressure.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Heart
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send ;2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can humans contract leukemia from animals? My
daughter was diagnosed with acute
leukemia after she played for weeks
with a cat that tested positive for
feline leukemia.
DEAR READER: Feline leukemia is
caused by a virus that is common in
cats and, to my knowledge, cannot be
transmitted to humans. Nonetheless,
there is a lot of current interest in
viral causes of human cancer.
Therefore, I wouldn't automatically
slam the door on the possibility that
your daughter's blood disorder may
be related to the cat's disease, however unlikely that association may be.
To date, feline leukemia has not been
shown to affect humans.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper EnterprLse Assn

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: Spring is here,
and it's time to alert pet-loving people to the 2001 Pet Adoptathon. The
slogan, -From the Golden Gate to
the Empire State,"says it all.
The North Shore Animal League
America's Tour for Life, organized
in conjunction with the San Francisco SPCA, began in the Bay City
on April 12. On that day, the
league's huge mobile adoption center transported pets from the animal shelter to centralized community locations in an effort to find loving adoptive homes for hundreds of
orphaned pets.
From the Golden Gate, the 35foot shelter-on-wheels motored
southeast to Albuquerque, continued on to Dallas, traveled east and
south to Fort Lauderdale, turned
north to New York City and finally,
on May 3, will arrive at the Empire
State Building — a true lifesaving
journey to help animal organizations along the way to find loving
homes for their needy dogs and cats.
The Tour for Life does not end
there: It actually signals the start of
the North Shore Animal League
America's worldwide Pet Adoptathon 2001 on May 5 and 6. This
annual event is a spectacular lifesaving weekend during which more
than 2,500 shelters in all 50 states
and 29 foreign countries join together to find permanent homes for all
the pets in their care. Since the
league founded Pet Adoptathon in
1995, more than 100,000 orphaned
pets have been placed in excellent
adoptive homes. As impressive as
this total sounds, NSAL America
and Pet Adoptathon shelters want
to do even more.
The league — and all participating organizations around the world
— implore animal lovers to adopt a
dog, cat, puppy or kitten during the
Pet Adoptathon weekend on May 5
and 6. Last year, our combined
efforts saved the lives of tens of thousands of pets worldwide. This year,
we hope another 40,000 animals will
be adopted by kind and caring folks.
For the name of the Pet Adoptathon shelter near you, call tollfree: 1-877-BE-MY-PAL (1-877-2369725) or visit the Web site:
www.petadoptathon.com.
J. JOHN STEVENSON,
PRESIDENT, NORTH SHORE
ANIMAL LEAGUE AMERICA

head injuries sustained in a tall in a
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Sue well at the new home site of RichMcNeary and her daughters. Katie ard Vance.
Births reported include a girl to
and Sarah, dressed in Saudi Arabian
style. Sue will 'present a program Mr. and Mrs. Mike Thurmond,
about Saudi Arabia at the annual in- April 24.
Forty years ago
ternational day luncheon of CalloRandy Patterson, Michael Palway County Homemakers May 3 in
the social hall of First United Meth- mer, Linda Henry and Janet Like
odist Church. Also pictured is Judy were first place winners from CalloStahler, county international chair- way County at the District 4-H Club
Rally held at Paducah.
man for the homemakers.
Mrs. Robert Hornsby, Mrs. C.S.
Births reported include a girl to
Clay and Martha Rogers, March 20; Lowry, Mrs. Wayne Williams and
a girl to Perry and Alice Noel and a Mrs. Edwin Larson were elected as
girl to Michael and Jeanne Huff, officers of the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club for the
April 27.
1961-62 club year.
Twenty years ago
A performance by the Commti:---Births reported include a girl to
nity Chorus and prize drawings will James H. and Sandra McKinney,
be featured at the celebration of the April 27, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
summer opening of Murray-Callo- Wayne Ezell, April 29.
way County Park to be May 5 at 7
Fifty years ago
p.m. at the old freight depot.
Tommy Alexander, Barbara
Calloway County High School Moody, Marilyn Arnold, Betty
Chamber Singers received a supe- Hicks, Jean Barnett, C.A. Bucy,
rior rating from all adjudicators dur- Thomas Forrest, Harold Lassiter,
ing the Kentucky Music Education Billy Joe Hosford, Retta Bonner
Choral Festival at Murray State and Sam
Bell are members of the
University.
cast of the play, "Hillbilly CourtBirths reported include a boy to ship," to be presented by senior
Terry and Patsy Bethel. April 11.
class of New Concord High School
Thirty years ago
May 4.
Roy Stewart, head football coach
Births reported include a girl to
at Murray State University for 12 Mr. and
Mrs. Talmadge C. Riley,
seasons, Johnny Reagan, baseball April 22; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs.
coach and former basketball and
James Wood, April 26-; a girl to Mr.
baseball coach for the Racers, and
and Mrs. William T. Johnson, April
Herman Shaw, former football,
27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Merlin
baseball and basketball player, have
Washer, April 29; a boy to Mr. and
been named to the MSU Athletic
Mrs. John David Thompson, May I.
Hall of Fame.
Randall Walley Raspberry, 39,
Hazel, died April 30 from massive

Your mobile adoption center
reminds me of the saying, "If
Mohammad can't go to the
mountain, tha mountain will go
to Mohammad." I'm sure your
efforts will be greeted with
enthusiasm by animal lovers
everywhere.
Readers, if you have been
longing for a pet and thinking
about buying one, please open
your hearts and homes to a loving shelter pet. They have so
much love to give, and all of it
can be yours if you participate
in this year's North Shore Animal League's Adoptathon. Purrpurr, woof-woof — and away we
go!
***

DEAR ABBY: My sister gave
birth to her first child a few months
ago. He was a beautiful baby, called
home by God on the day he was
born. My sister is an incredibly
strong person, but I know she's
hurting more than she lets on.
With Mother's Day approaching,
I am wondering if it would be
appropriate to give her a Mother's
Day card. I don't want to make her
sadder than she already is, but I
also don't want her to think I've forgotten or don't care. I'm not sure
what I should do.
GRIEVING AUNT IN NEW YORK
DEAR GRIEVING: I am very
sorry you lost your precious
nephew. My heart goes out to
you and his dear mother.
Yes, by all means, acknowledge your sister's loss — but
not with a traditional Happy
Mother's Day card. Select a
beautiful blank card and write
your own personal message of
remembrance.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Sylvia Strikes a Telling Blow
her inexperience, combined with
the unusual workings of her mind,
would occasionally bring her an
unexpected triumph. This in turn
would cause the membership to
buzz with admiration over her unprecedented feat.
Consider this hand, which occurred early in her career. She had
just finished playing the preceding
rubber with South — one of the
club's finest players — as her partner, and he had not yet fully recovered his equilibrium when this hand
was dealt.
Sylvia was West and had to
lead against four hearts. Most players would probably have led the ten
of diamonds with her hand, but
Sylvia had not yet come to understand the advantages ofthe top-ofa-sequence lead.
Instead, Sylvia led the jack of
Sylvia hadn't the vaguest idea
about opening leads when she clubs! With any lead but a club,
started to play at the club. She had South would have romped home
become a member shortly before with 13 tricks, but against this
the regulation was passed requir- inspired lead. South found he was
ing applicants to meet a certain up against more than he could
minimum standard of skill. This handle.
He covered the jack with the
was most fortuitous for Sylvia,
because she never would have queen, and East took the king and
returned a club. Sylvia cashed the
made the grade otherwise.
Of course, Sylvia was deficient A-9, and then, apparently not realin other areas of the game as well izing that the deuce was the only
when she began to play. Despite club left,led it. East ruffed with the
her shortcomings,however,Sylvia jack of hearts, after which poor
did succeed in adding some life to South could not avoid losing a trump
the game by virtue ofthe fact that trick for down one!
Tomorrow: An open book.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 2, the
I 22nd day of 2001. There are 243
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 2, 1863, Confederate
Gen. Thomas "Stonewall- Jackson
was accidentally wounded by his
own men at Chancellorsville. Va,;
he died eight days later.
On this date:
In 1519, artis4 Leonardo da
Vinci died at Cloux, France.
In 1670. the Hudson Bay Co.
was chartered 'by England's King
Charles II.
In 1890, the Oklahoma Territory
was organized.
In 1936, "Peter and the Wolf," a
symphonic tale for children by Sergei Prokofiev, had its. world premiere in Moscow.
In 1945, the Soviet Union announced the fall of Berlin. and the
Allies announced the surrender of
Nazi troops in Italy and parts of
Austria.
In 1965, the Early Bird satellite
was used to transmit television pictures across the Atlantic.
One year ago: An investigating
panel concluded that Texas A&M
University students cut corners in
construction and school officialsfailed to adequately supervise them
before a bonfire collapse in November 1999 that. killed 12 people.
Former nurse Christina Marie
Riggs was executed by injection in
Arkansas for smothering her two
young children. Jockey Julie Krone
became the first female elected to
thoroughbred racing's hall of fame.
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